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UNIFORM STATE/AID/USIA/ACDA REGULATIONS

CONVERSATIONS WITH COMMUNIST NATIONS DIPLOMATS OR NATIONALS

Significant conversations with Communist diplomats or nationals are to be
reported by all State. A. !• O. , USZA, and ACDA employees at Foreign Service
posts and at Washington, The importance of these reports was originally set
forth in CA-1471 dated August 6, 1964.

The caption "GOMTALK, '* which has been established for distribution of

these reports, will be included in section 212.4 of revised 5 FAM 200 to be
issued soon.

Action Required

Administrative officers are to bring this instruction to the attention of all

American personnel.

Filing Instructions

Insert the attached page 243.4 immediately after page 243.2.

Cancel CA>1471. August 6, 1964, Joint State, USIA, A.I.D,, USiA instruction,
subject: 'Contacts with Soviet and Communist Bloc Nationals.
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UNIFORM STATE/AID/USIA/ACDA REGULATIONS

243.4 Conversatlona with Communist
Nations Diplomats or Nationals

a. For substantive and other reasons, it is

important that a prompt report be made by all

employees of significant conversations or

contacts with Communist diplomats or nationals

of Communist countries, and

(1) should include those either of official

or personal nature:

(2) may pertain to political, economic, or

other official matters;

(3) may be extensive or close personal

contacts such as dinner parties, theater trips,

outings, etc.

Contacts are, in every case, to be considered
significant after several seemingly insigni-

ficant contacts have been held over a period

of a few months. Contacts should be reported

when it is apparent they are going to be of a

continuing nature and/or it is obvious the

Communist nations representative, by his

continuation of the contacts, considers them
significant.

243.4-2 Employees in the United States

In order lO assure an over-view of all

Comtiumst nations activities vis-a-vis

employees of the Department and Foreign
Service, the .type of contact described under
paragraph a of section 243. 4 should also be
reported by all employees in Washington.
These reports, similarly entitled and captioned,

are transmitted as follows;

For State by Form DS-1254, Memorandum
of Conversation, directly to

OPR/RS for reproduction and
distribution.

For A. I. D, by_memorandam to the Director,
Office of Security, through the

employees' supervisors.

For USIA by Form lA-394. Memorandum
of Conversation, to the Agency,
Office of Security (lOS).

For ACDA by Form DS-1254, Memorandum
of Conversation, to OPR/RS
through the Executive Director.

b. The above instructions are not intended

In any manner to discourage contacts with

Communist nations representatives for

normal purposes or for the reasons set forth

in the manual.

243.4-1 Employees at Foreign Service Posts

If the substance of contacts of this type is not

such as to warrant submission by telegram^

the mernorandum of conversation must be.

submitted under cover of an airgram iir

accordance with section 263. 2-8. Telegrams
aod airgrams covering such contacts should

be captioned "COMTALK" and sent through the

communications channels of the parent agency,

USIA employees forward IA-394, Memoran-
dum of Conversation, to the Agency, Office

of Security (lOS).

GROUP 1

Excluded from automatic

downgrading and declassification

TL:POL-20 POUTICAL affairs H FAM 243.4
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CONFIDENTIAL

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Office of Security

OFFICE LETTER NO. D-70/5 DATE: Jenuery 2I» 1970

TO : Regional Security Supervisors
Regional Security Officers
Security Officers (Technical) /

FROM : Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary for Security ^

SUBJECT: Security Briefings - Suonaries of Recent Significant SAS Cases

(FILE: RtfjfcS)

REF, : SY "D" Lett« NO. 69/47 dated August 19, 1969

In connection with cited reference, there are attached eight suinaaries of

recent significant SAS cases involving actual and/or suspected attempts by
hostile Intelligence services to compromise and recruit Foreign Service
personnel of the Department and other U.S. Gsvcinment agencies.

During the July 1969 Regional Security Officer Seminar, a number of RSOs
requested information on recent personnel recruitment/penetratlon acteo^its

for use in Initial post security briefings of newly-arrived personnel as

veil as for re-brleflngs. The attached SAS summaries are the result of

these requests. As will be noted, names and places have been omitted In

order to avoid speculation as to the Identity of the individual concerned
and to preclude possible embarrassment to those individuals who cane foxvard
and reported the attempts to proper cfficials , Including the RSO. It is

obvious that an RSO could, without too much difficulty, determine the
Identity of each, however, such speculation must be avoided.

It is significant to note that hostile intelligence forces continue to
employ age-old tactics to exploit Individual personal vulnerabilities in

their efforts to compromlse/recrult our personnel or gain their cooperation.
Blackmail through threat of exposure of both normal and abnormal sexual
indiscretions. Involvement In blackmarket operations, and offers of personal
enrichment are among the principal methods used in approaches. Obviously,
the success of such methods encourages their continued use.

X consider a good security briefIng/re-briefing to be one of the most important
counterintelligence counter^aeasures and X personally urge each Security Officer
to give them appropriate time and attention. During such briefings, all per-
sonnel should be strongly admonished to report their contacts with personnel
of Communist nations as required by regulations as well as to report any
actual or suspected effort at compromlse/recrultment, emphasizing the fact
that they will receive a sympathetic hearing both from the RSO and the

CONFIDENTlAL
GROUP 1

Excluded from automatic down-
grading and declassification.
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Department. Briefings should also give equal emphasis to the fact that an

individual can become an intelligence target w: : hout being Involved in mia-

conduct, etc.; that often approaches are made due to his position at a

post or due to his knowledge of or participation in classified operations.

Attachments:
Eight SAS Sunsaarles

CCMFIDEWriAL
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In 1968, a married Foreign Service Officer, attached to the American Embaaay
in an East European country, was photographed unclothed in a compromising
situation with an unemployed local national actress at the instigation of
the local security intelligence agency. The subsequent blackmail/recruit-
ment approach failed.

DETAILS ;

This Foreign Service Officer was assigned to #n "Iron Curtain" U.S. Foreign
Service post. He had served previously at this post, spoke the local
language fluently and, in general, was considered a conservative conscien*
tious officer not given to Intemperate behavior, etc. For these reasons
and because he had previous experience, he was assigned in late 1966 as
Escort Officer to a visiting high-level U.S. Government official. They
were to visit together a number of cities in the foreign country concerned.
The trip began with an airplane flight to the first city on the tour.
While in flight, an attractive lady (local national) sitting next to the
Foreign Service Officer engaged him in conversation. She claimed to be
an unemployed actress on vacation destined for the same city where the
Foreign Service Officer was going. Upon arrival, the Foreign Service
Officer learned that the unemployed actress was staying at his hotel.
That evening after he had completed his escort duties, the Foreign Service
Officer called on the young lady and had an enjoyable dinner with her.
He later escorted her very properly to the door of her hotel room where,
while tempted to engage in illicit relations with her, he excused himself.
The latter aspect was not easy as the unemployed actress tried without
success to have the Foreign Service Officer remain overnight in her bed.
He agreed, however, to meet her again for dinner the following evening.
Against his better Judgment, the Foreign Service Officer kept the dinner
engagement and again corted the local actress to her hotel room. As
he was saying "Good r .lit", the actress grabbed the key to his hotel
room from his hand, uvid before he could stop her, ran to his hotel room
and was waiting, disrobed in his bed when he arrived. The Foreign Service
Officer joined her in the bed where they remained until morning. In the
morning while the actress was still there, the Foreign Service Officer
conscientiously examined his hotel room in an effort to see if the local
security/intelligence agency had secreted there any cameras or microphones.
To his relief he found none and thought that ended the matter. He left
that day to continue his escort duties and never again saw the above
unemployed actress. On returning to the Embassy, the Foreign Service
Officer considered briefly discussing the actress incident with the
Regional Security Officer, but then thought It prudent not to do so.
After all, he had not been further contacted, so it must mean the local
intelligence/security unit was not aware of the incident.

In early 1969, while attending a dinner party given by a well-known local
author /playwright, he was taken by his host into the library, where in
private he was allowed to examine several photographs showing himself
and the actress lying disrobed in bed. In substance, the Foreign Service
Officer was told that either he cooperated with local security intelligence
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agency, or the photographs would be made public. The Foreign Service
Officer went immediately to the Regional Security Officer (American Embassy)
and shortly afterwards was transferred from Post.

On return to the Department, this Foreign Service Officer was given a hearing
and because of his unacceptable conduct at his previous Post of assignment
and known disregard for pertinent Department regulations, serious consider-
ation was given by a Departmental Personnel Panel to terminating his services.
The Office of Securii however, reminded the Panel members (Personnel) that
such action would bo a conflict with Secretary Rusk's letter of July 27,
1961 to all Mission Chiefs. This letter, in substance, explains that a
Department employee who comes forward of his own volition and admits an
indiscretion is to receive a sympathetic hearing. The punitive aspect
is to be used only as a last resort. The Foreign Service employee here
concerned continues to date to give creditable service to the Department/
Foreign Service, albeit true that he chose to emain with the full know-
ledge that his career in the Foreign Service would be in a state of limbo
for an indefinite period.

In 1968, a Foreign Service Staff Employee employed as Communications Super-
visor at an Iron Curtain Post was approached by local intelligence officers
in a recruitment attempt. He was offered assistance of a personal nature
which conflicted with his official duties in the Embassy and could, there-
fore, later be used as "blackmail". Recruitment attempt failed.

DETAILS :

The Communications and Records Supervisor at an East European Post went alone
to the local Government Ministry of CooBounication to Inquire again about
some clearance permits needed in connection with some alterations and
Installation of equipment in the Embassy ComDunication unit. As background
Information it should be noted that this work could not proceed until all
import clearances etc. were obtained from the local government. Several
companies which sell and install conmunications equipment %iere bidding
for the work contract which on this date had not as yet been awarded.

One week before above visit, this Embassy Communications Supervisor had
met in a local hotel room with a representative of one of the bidding
communication equipment companies (U.S. owned), and inquired concerning
employment for himself after his retirement in a year's time. Nothing
definite came of the meeting and there was no reason to believe the

Embassy employee had offered any Influence, etc. regarding the pending
work contract in the Embassy.

To continue, when the Embassy Communications Supervisor arrived at the
Office in the Ministry of Cbmmunications where he usually conducted his
official liaison/business he was received by two local civilians unknown
to him who claimed to be employed there. They inferred that they had
major responsibility in granting the necessary work/import clearances.

CONFIDENTIAL
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In very direct terms they further advised that they knew that he had inquired
concerning employment after retirement with one of the companies bidding on
the Embassy work contract not yet awarded. The Communications Supervisor
was told that in return for his cooperation (not specified) the two local

officials would use their alleged considerable influence to expedite all

necessary requested clearances and also pass on needed clearances in such
a way that only the one communications company of interest would prove
acceptable and capable of receiving the pending Embassy work contract.
The Communications Officer was told that this action would earn him favor-
able recognition and guarantee his receiving 'the solicited employment after
retirement. The Communications Supervisor politely but firmly declined the
proposition and shortly afterwards returned to the Embassy where he reported
the incident to the responsible Regional Security Officer. This ended the
matter.

Subsequent investigation and analysis established that the local Intelligence
organization was attempting to entice the Communications Supervisor with an
attractive offer which, if accepted, could force his cooperation (recruit-
ment) via blackmail.

kitit'kitiiicitit’kiclt

In early 1967 a Communications Clerk assigned to an American Embassy in a
West European country was approached on three occasions with social
invitations by a Russian Trade Mission Officer \^o was later identified with
Russian Intelligence (KGB).

DETAILS

This true account concerns an American Foreign Service employee serving as

a Communications Clerk at an American Embassy in a West European country.
Initially he had shared an apartment with a co-worker. In 1966 ^en this
co-worker was transferred he was unable to find someone suitable to move in
and help pay the rent. Therefore the Coonunications Clerk moved to a small
apartment in a building favored by lower ranking staff employees of the

Diplomatic community. These foreign Embassy tenants Included two American
Embassy FSS secretaries and one Russian Trade Mission Officer and his
family.

A few days after moving into his apartment the American FSS employee went
after work to a prearranged meeting to his local landlady's apartment
located in the same building. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss
matters pertaining to which days of the week he was allowed to use the
washing machine, whe: he could dispose of his garbage, etc. On entering
the landlady's aparti . t he was introduced to a Russian Trade Mission
Officer residing in tl.e same city. The landlady explained that her Russian
guest was a former tenant who Just happened to be visiting a co-worker of
his residing there in the sAme building. To explain his presence the
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Russian stated he was just paying a courtesy call on the landlady. After

the American Embassy FSS employee completed his business with the landlady

he thought It only polite to engage the Russian visitor In conversation

for a few minutes and then depart. Contrariwise the Russian engaged the

American In conversation for approximately one hour discussing mutual cultural

Interests, civil unrest in the U. S. , American Intervention In South Viet Nam,

etc. With some difficulty the FSS employee f,inally terminated the meeting.

Before breaking contact the Russian offered a' dinner invitation, a chance

to drive our Embassy employee around town to see places of tourist Interest,

and last, but not least, a ticket to attend a Russian cultural film showing.

In each instance the American FSS employee politely but firmly declined,

claiming to have another engagement.

During the next month this Russian Trade Mission Officer approached the FSS

Cotimunications Clerk at his building on two occasions with Invitations to

socialize but In both Instances he was politely rebuffed. After the Initial

approach in the landlady's apartment the FSS employee, as Instructed,

reported the matter to his Enibassy superiors and later to a Regional

Security Officer. Subsequent Investigation established that the Russian

Trade Mission Office, is also a KGB (Russian Intelligence) Officer. The

American FSS employn- ..uortly afterwards departed post on normal transfer

without further incident.

NOTE ;

Never resolved to the complete satisfaction of the responsible Regional

Security Officer was why the KGB Officer made such persistent efforts to

cultivate this Embassy Communications Clerk almost from the day of his

moving into the building and yet supposedly overlooked two American FSS

secreta.ies who had lived there in separate apartments for over one year.

***********
In 1967 a Visa Officer assigned to an Eastern European country became
socially involved with some local nationals. Including sexual relations

with one of them under suspect circumstances. All evidence pointed to an

attempt by local Intelligence to entrap/recruit the above American Visa
Officer.

DETAILS ;

In 1967 a Foreign Service Officer serving as a Visa Officer at an American

Embassy In a Eastern European country attended a semi-official cocktail

party hosted by an American co-worker. At this party he made the acquaintance

of two men who claimed to be employed with the local Ministry of Trade.

Our Visa Officer discovered* that he had much In common (socially speaking)

with these two locals and when the cocktail party broke up he accompanied
them to a local hotel bar for more drinking and good fellowship. The Visa

CONFIDENTIAL
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Officer discovered that his two newly-made friends had no Interest In his
work but were only Interested In socializing with him In the future and
while not soliciting, they claimed to have easy access to local wocoen

offering Illicit sexual relations.

One week later the Foreign Service Officer at the Invitation of his above
two local friends went to a bar which was a -known habitat for prostitutes.
The American had been there previously on two occasions and while he had
spoken with the bar girls he had never engaged in any extracurricular
activities with them. After an evening of good cheer and considerable
drinking the party broke up with the American agreeing to drive his two
friends and one of the bar girls to their homes. He drove the girl to her
home last. Instead of a polite goodbye at her door the girl dragged the
Foreign Service Officer into the apartment v^ere she quickly disrobed and
attempted to engage him in sexual relations. The American later claimed he
only engaged in some sex play with her for a few minutes and then left the
apartment going Immediately to his own apartment.

The following day the Foreign Service Officer, after recalling the pertinent
security lectures and the Post prohibition against personal socializing with
local nationals, went to the Embassy Security Officer. Without too much
counseling he also realized from what had transpired with the local nationals
that he was possibly being set up for a blackm^il/recrultment attempt. In
conclusion, the Foreign Service Officer declined future social Invitations
with the local nationals and that, in this case , ended the matter.

In mid 1969 at an African post, a Soviet Intelligence Officer, using a news
correspondent cover, attempted to recruit a Foreign Service Staff Employee
by suggesting that he resign and establish a center In Canada for U. S.

deserters and draft dodgers.

DETAILS ;

During the fall of 1968 a Foreign Service Staff Officer attached to the
American Embassy in an African country attended a press cocktail party
given by a Swiss National News Service correspondent i>diere he met a Soviet
National who claimed to be employed there with the Russian Press Service.
The American FSS Officer and the Soviet news correspondent discovered they
had many Interests in common and In the subsequent six months they met often
together, generally at local restaurants. The Soviet National generally
picked up the bills and. In face, even presented small amounts of vodka and
beer to the American FSS Officer. These meetings together In public were
noticed by some of the American's co-workers at the Embassy but he was never
cautioned or questioned as to the Soviet's intentions. This Soviet news
correspondent, in conversing with this American FSS employee, displayed

10

great interest in American Embassy employees, their work, their likes and
dislikes, how they reacted to civil unrest In the U.S., their views on
continued U.S. Involvement In Viet Nam, etc. From this line of questioning
the Soviet news correspondent learned that the American FSS Officer did not
favor the "draft system" in the U. S. which sent young U. S. soldiers to
Viet Nam. Subsequent events would make It appear that the Soviet newsman
assumed the American FSS Officer's sentiment-f concerning the U. S. draft
system were such that he would actively work or aid activities which would
hinder or disrupt it. In raid 1969 at a public restaurant meeting the Soviet
news correspondent made a direct approach by offering financial support to
the American FSS Officer If he would resign and go to Canada and open a
center for U. S. deserters and draft dodgers. As further Inducement he
offered to provide funds to allow the American FSS Officer to travel to
Sweden with the object of observing how centers there were aiding and har-
boring U. S. deserters. The American FSS Officer, due to having difficulty at
this juncture to disengage himself and with the realization that he might
have become involved in a suspect situation, reported the whole matter to hia
uperiors and later to a Regional Security Officer. Soon afterwards the
American FSS Officer was transferred to another post and there has to date
been no report that he was further contacted by the Soviet news correspondent.

I

The Embassy and the responsible Regional Security Officer et the conclusion
of his investigation were of the strong opinion that the above Soviet National
was a KGB-Rusalan Intelligence Officer who was attempting to recruit for hi,
purpose, an American Foreign Service Staff Officer.

***********
During late 1967 and early 1968 a Foreign Service Staff employee attached to
an American Embassy in an East European country engaged in indiscreet social
behavior with an Embassy local employee whose general actions made it appear
that she was most Hkely controlled by a local Intelligence agency.

DETAILS .

This Foreign Service Staff employee was assigned from approximately September
X967 to January 1968 to the Administrative Section, American End)assy In an
East European country. He was described as being a competent and conscientious
worker but his actions away from work left much to be desired. This American
Embassy FSS employee separated from his wifo j st prior to coming to post;
he generally drank more than was acceptable and when under the Influence of
alcohol did, on several occasions, make indiscreet advances to both single
and married females at Embassy semi-official parties. Of particular concern was
that this Embassy employee, although lectured not to, did engage surreptitiously
In an illicit relationship with a local language teacher attached to the
Embassy. She had been Included at some small Embassy parties \dilch made it
possible for the American FSS employee to openly pursue her. After the parties
he would take her to her apartment or to his Embassy furnished apartment
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where from the beginning, according to hla claim, he engaged In normal
sexual relations with her. On two occasions when driving her home the

American FSS employee observed local surveillance cars accompanying him.

While the American FSS employee did not intend a serious affair to develop.
It appeared Chat the local language teacher at least by her overt actions
was of another mind. She claimed to be In love with him and on a number
of occasions In private and In public with, others listening, claimed to be

disgusted and against the local government and would, if given Che oppor*
Cunlty, flee to a West European country or the USA. The American FSS

employee, recognizing his Indiscretion, attempted to break off his liaison

by making excuses fo’ not seeing her further. The local language teacher
actively pursued hiih finding excuses Co be in the Enibassy at such times

when the American FdS employee would be coming to or going from work and,

on one occasion, she sent him an open letter by another employee in which
she again claimed to be hostile to the local government and she also offered

to provide a "hide-away" apartment where she and the American FSS employee
could meet without being observed. The American FSS employee, after
counseling with his superiors and the responslMe Regional Security
Officer, was transferred from post without :uriher Incident.

In view of the local language teacher's voiced anti-local government
sentiments and other indiscreet conduct and the fact that she was not

supposedly questioned or harassed by the local security police, there

is a strong suspicion that she was directed by the local intelligence
services who were attempting to compromise and recruit the American FSS

employee.

iciriiitiiiriiiriririt'k

In late 1967 a Marine Security Guard assigned to an American Embassy in
a West European country was approached socially by a Russian KGB Officer
In what appeared to be a recruitment attempt,

DETAILS

;

In early 1966 a Marine Security Guard arrived and took up his duties at an
American Ent)assy in a West European country. This Marine was a continuous
source of concern to his supervisor (Marine NCOIC) as he was found In

general to be Immature, showed poor judgment, was continuously committing
infractions of rules, regulations, and in general, was considered a 'Sreak

link" In the post security program.

One evening In November 1967, the Marine Security Guard was sitting alone
at the bar in a small cafe he was known to visit with some frequency.
Soon after his arrival a man occupied the bar stool next to him and
started a friendly conversation. Without giving his name, the man
identified himself as being a Russian National employed as an English
translator with an International Organization. The Russian was generous
In that he paid for a number of the Marines ' drinks while explaining very
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convincingly that he and his wife liked everything about the United States
and the American people and in substance he would like nothing better than
to have the Marine come to dinner at his (Russian) home the next evening.
The Russian also offered to show his coin collection to the Marine. The
dinner invitation was pressed several times but each time the Marine
declined due to having another engagement. After several drinks the
Russian bragged concerning his knowing where the Marine was employed
and that the Marine and his co-workers (Marines) bowled at the AMF
Bowling Alley three times a week. By this time two hours had gone by
and the Marine decided it would be better far him to break off contact
with the Russian. The Marine excused himself claiming he had to go to
work and that he could not accept a dinner invitation the following
evening as he had a bowling date. The Marine left the bar alone without
further Incident.

The following day the Marine Security Guard reported his talk with theRussian of the previous evening to his supervisor (Marine NCOIC) and the
responsible Regional Security Officer. He was instructed to stay away
from his favorite cafe and the unidentified Russian if seen again. That
same evening the Marine joined the other members of the Marine Security
Guard Detachment at the AMF Bowling Alley. Shortly after bowling started,
the Russian of the previous evening entered and approached the Marine.
He again invited the Marine to come to his home when bowling terminated
and have dinner with him and his wife. The Marine declined by explaining
ho was having dinner with his Marine co-workers. The supervising Marine
NCOIC was standing near-by giving moral support. The Marine politely
broke off conversation and continued to bowl. The Russian left soon
afterwards and no further contact has been reported.

The responsible Regional Security Officer was later able to Identify the
Russian as being a Russian Intelligence (KGB) Officer.

*********** *

During the period 1966 - April 1967, an Officer of USIA attached to the
U.S. Embassy in an East European country became involved in indiscreet
acts controlled by local intelligence, which culminated in a "blackmail"
approach designed to recruit him. The approach failed, and the USIA
Officer concerned was transferred without further incident.

DETAILS !

In 1965 a USIA Officer was assigned to the Cultural Section of the AmericanEmbassy in an East European country. Due to his previous commendable workexperience at another Iron Curtain post and his ability to apeak the local
language, this Officer was often assigned to escort duties with U S
Gowrnraent delegations visiting the post and surrounding cities, 'it wasbelieved that he was also especially security conscious and more than
aware of what the 1 al Intelligence/security police were capable ofregarding entrapme: i

, etc.

13
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During the late Sununer of 1966, this unmarried USXA Officer, while accoot*

panylng a group of U.S. officials on a tour of several cities, met several
evenings in succession for dinner and drinks with two local news corres*
pondents whom he met initially at a semi’official local government cultural
cocktail party two months before. During their initial dinner party, which
Included amenable women, the USXA Officer drank too much and he could recall
later only that he had to be carried to his hotel bed. On the following
day when he inquired of the two local correspondents, he was told that
his drunken conduct was so bad that it came t(^ the attention of the local
police. In addition, some photographs apparently taken the night before
showing him lying unclothed in bed with one of the girls from the previous
evening were displayed to him. He was told not to worry, however, and
the photographs were destroyed In his presence. It was made to appear
that the two local news correspondents had also conducted themselves Im-
properly and had Just as mdch to lose if the above photographs came to
the attention of the police. The USIA Officer thought this ended the
matter.

In the succeeding months the USIA Officer joined one or both of the above
local news correspondents on an average of once every ten days for a night
on the town. The USIA Officer believed he could trust his local companions;
but he was careful not to drink to excess as he did at the Initial party.

In February 1967 while again on escort duty away from Post, the two local
news correspondents pa^d the USIA Officer a surprise visit at his hotel.
Over drinks in his ho room, the USI^ Officer was told by his visitors
that the police were l11 Investigating him for his participation In the
previous drunken party (August 1966), In addition, the police had been
furnished, by unknown sources, the photographs showing the USIA Officer
unclothed in bed with a local bar girl. The proposition was finally
offered that the USIA Officer would have to cooperate with local Intelli-
gence security police (details not given) or the local police would soon
be arresting him for disturbing the peace, etc. The USIA Officer was
understandably shaken by what his two "friends" were offering him. The
USIA Officer managed to end this evening get-together by politely declining
to cooperate and on his return to the Embassy two days later, he reported
the whole matter to the responsible Regional Security Officer. A few days
later the USIA Officer was transferred away from Post without further
Incident.

CONFIDEWriAL

DEPAUTMJCXT OF STATE
OrhlCK OF SKCLfUTY

S r: C R K T

OFFICE LETXKK KO. i-Zl/ll DATE: April 15, 1971

TO: Regional Security Supervisors
Regional Security Officers
Security Officers (Technical^.)

FROM: Deputy Assistant Secretary for Security

SUBJECT: Debriefing of East European FSLEs
PER-9-3

Within the past few years, more and more Foreign Service Local Employees
of our Eastern European missions have been allowed to exit their native
countries Co visit the West, either on official Embassy business or for
pleasure. Some chose not to return, but to apply for refugee status at
locations in Western Europe - usually Austria, Germany or Italy. Since
these individuals, while employed at our missions, have been pressured
in varying degi’ccs by the intelligence services of their respective
countries to report on American Embassy operations, personnel, and their
activities, and to perform other collection functions, they have become
excellent sources of information to us concerning attempted penetrations
of our installations and weaknesses in ovir security systems. Consequently,
it is highly desirable that these individuals be contacted and debriefed
as soon as possible following their defection to the West. For purposes
of this Instruction, a FSLE is considered to be any direct-hire or contract
employee of the mission to include USIS, DAO, Agriculture, etc., plus
individuals cuiployed from time to time at trade fairs, exliibits, and
special projects. In addition, domestics are of interest and will be
debriefed along the same lines as FSLEs.

KSOs in East Europe are iiisLructed to closely monitor the movements of
FSLEs to the West, both at their posts of residence and constituent posts,
and to notify SY/SAS by cable when travel by tliese indivitlu.ils is contem-
plated and confirmed, providing, if possible, their points of destination.
In cases where FST.Es are allowed to immigrate legally, a summary of the
information listed on their visa applications should be provided to include
the names of sponsors in the West. In addition, copies of pertinent
docunK^nts contained in their post security files and the most recent Forms
DSP-33 available should be immediately pouched to SY/SAS.

GROUP I

Excluded from automatic
downgrading and
declassificat ion.
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usos so.rvi...i; in countries in which refugee centers end

orsnnications sre iocstcd ere ur.ed^to

^i^^rEslEri^o^ countries (or their near relatives) are being

processed for iviirniftration or re-:.ctcKment.

„„„ ;:,f“?ht
’•

.-‘S;: ‘SunaiciLL-u ctnu
. «gQ . ench case depending on the tSLt s

sljrtns"‘'i!e"! tcfugce!'‘i.nmi.grant etc., and pertinent information contained

in SY or CAS files at headquarters level will be provided.

Points of interest in such a debriefing are. but need not be 11,sited to.
Points or

Ai racViinent A. Also att.icbed is a sample report of

a^rrie£inc“to facilitate the ccnprchenslve reporting of the large
debriefing

that invariably results from such debriefings. (Attach-

Timely reporting to SY/SAS on matters pertinent to this instruction Is

considered essential.

Attachments

:

A & B

secret
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s?}:ciKic_po]j^;^ of inti^resT'

Background .ind personal history.

List of relatives, their occupations and present locations.

Marital status and background, education and employment of spouse.

Education and employment background in detail.

Travel, especially that outside Eastuvn Europe and how it was
accomplished. (It is essential that all periods of time up to
employment at U. S. Mission be accounted for).

Bates of employtnent with U. S. Mission, positions held, American
supervisors and thod of obtaining employment.

First contact wj.ih local intelligence service. Method of contact,
place of meeting and method used to soli It cooperation, i.e.,
pressure or appeal to patriotism.

l..ength of association with local intelligence service (exact active
periods), name and description of agent I mdler, method of cojnmunication
with agent handler and meeting places.

Frequency of contact with agent handler and special training if any
provided.

Specific requirements levied by agent handler against the mission
proper and specific information requested regarding American and local
employees. (In this regard a list of Americans at the Post during
the time in question will be provided. Specific assessment and other
pertinent information regarding each should be obtained). Also,
knowledge of audio penetrations or attempts and surveillance capabilities
at locations' around the Embassy.

Actual information provided to the local intelligence service and what
areas of interest within the mission appeared of concern to the agent
handler.

12) Knowledge of the reporting requirements of other FSLEs and the nature
and extent of interest shown in these individuals by the agent handler.

13) Knowledge by the local intelligence service of individuals departure to

the West. VJas special permission required from intelligence service

and were any special requirements levied after arriving in the West.

lA) The degree of difficulty in acquiring passport and exit visas.

15) Contacts with native country officials since in the West. The nature

and degree of such contact should be explored in detail.

16) Present and future plans to include intermediate and final destination.

SECRET
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OEPARTHf.KT Of STATE
OF K ICE OF StCUHiTY

CASiE CLASSIFICATION

KONAMSKI, Jorzej Special Inquii’y

OATtS INVfSTlCATEO

r^cjional Security Office March 10, 1971 March*- 2 , 3 ,4 , 7 , 1971

HtPO«nNG ACfNT

Subject, FSLE American Embassy, Varsaw, Poland, from September
1963 to June 1970 debriefed and provided details regarding
background, employment, cooperation with UB (Polish Intelligence
Service) and characterisations of American and local employees.
Narrative presentation of debriefing set forth herein.

- CLOSED -

REFERENCE: Special Request from Chief, Special Assignments Staff
dated February 2, 1971

TABLE OF CONTENTS

CAPTION
Personal History and Background
Relatives
Closest Polish Fri'.nds
Case Officers
Details of Recruitment; Places and
Frequency of Contact
Reporting Requirements:

General
Specific

Characterizations of American Employees
Characterizations of Polish Employees
Details of Departure from Poland

Regional Security Officer

(Special Agent ir. Charge)

DO NOT WRITE IN THIS SPACE

DATE RECEIVeO

COPIES REFERRED

3 - SY/SAS
1 - RSO

REVIEWED BY AGENT SUPERVISOR

(Oate) (Initials) I

GROUP I

Excluded from autcxnatlcSECRET downgrading and
dcclassi f icatlon.

THIS RTI-ORT IS THE PROPERTY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE AND ITS
CI>N7IW1S MUST NOT lit DISCLOSED TO UNAU1MOHI2EO PERSONS.
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CAj'T.rpN

C 1

1

r r » -n t Re t
j
1

1

i remeu t s
Mi.'jco 1 1/mo.ous

Polygri^ph K>;;ijjiii)a/:ion

<*loslng Obsftivations
E.Khibi.Ls or Attachments

lhe_ following is a dri ailod luu'rnLi.vc of hifoi-.MCioa elicited from 9ub iectJlnrxns xntervxews wxth the repottina officer- on March 2,3/,. an^y; itn
fKRSOKAL lltS'i'ORY AND BACKliti

•

Under this heading Items 1,3 4 5 e. i , , , ,~
.CLOSdST POLISH FRlIlMjS

;

nature ^f thc'ir'associaUo^
. activities, and the

CASE OKFICEr,.S;

LbjL't'f handler"'"''-
length they acted as

QF HCCRUITMENT: PIACE Ann FREQUENCY OF nnuTAnTe .

detao'‘ti'•''"f^"^''T
® attachment A should be reported in

of mLtine » f"'

cultivation, recruitment method^ frequencyof meeting, place of meeting, methods used to arrange meetings
^

onroute to meetings, and special Intelligence training. Thif kould als^be
t imontr

chronologically as with respect to each case handler and dates
I (month and year) ascertained.

oaces

RJlPORTaG^quiRH.^: 10 and 11 in attachment A)

Genera l

:

usialTv
to case officers (examples set forth below)usually based on oft-repoated questions by case officer in his instruction.

throLTiirsfal
through conversations with Americans,througlx personal observations and from "gossip" within the American community.

SECRET
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35

37

40
41
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'^) R-'ink^ro uiul : CoiR^ral liii-kiraphic D.ita

b) CuUuval ami CPiujraJ. iacludc sports, liobbias and

prorortmccs In rcadin;;; i.i.itorial..

c) Travel: Il.i:!! past and piopostid; place and purpose of travel;

travel c .anions; mode of transportation.

d) Previous /- ;
« Location and nature of work.

c) Health Factors: Tnii^porary or puriuahent maladies or afflictions

both physical and emotional.

f) Uenknesscs: Drinking habits, inarite' problems, known or suspected

c7l7i-a~ria],Ttal relationships or pa-ariuair affairs among single per-

sonnel.

S) Rnlat ion.sbips Among American Personnel : i.e., whom among the
^ ^

American” staff are close friends; among whom arc their "antipathies".

h ) A e T.ists at Cocktail and other Soc ial Funct ions

:

i) Rub 1n c ts of CoiwersaMon V7ith Ameri cans : Specifically what questions

they asked of SulTject and the general substance of their interest

in her.

Speci fic

:

Specific reporting requirements levied by Subject's case officer and the

degree to which Subject complied,

(Examples)

Physica l

A) Determine if the grilled gate between the Consular Section and

Administrative Section is equipped with an alarm device.

B) Determine the contents of room 312 and persons having access.

C) Provide the patrol schedule of the MSG on the 4th floor.

Personnel

Dorcit liy White: Wliite's opinion of the post non- fraternization policy,

her desires regarding future a.ssignments ,
and her comments regarding

her supervisor Tom Jones.

Albert Green : His cori’jnents regarding mini-skirts in the office, the

degr^~o f ItT

s

wife's arthritic condition, and the feasibility of his

making an advance toward Subject or other women at post.

S E C R
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Mary Bl ue ; The nature and degree of her interest in Zen Buddhism;
i:hc prospect of her use of narcotics and the nature of the conflict
with her hu.sband FSO B. Blue, over these issues.

CIIARACTHRT.ZATT.ON OF AMIMlfCAN KI-UH.OYEF.S;

Chnractorijiations b.'iscd on Subject's personal observations and suspicions of
Atikiicicans with whom she lias had some degree of association.

(Ex.imples)

Mr. & Mrs . Ralph Brown: Subject met them only at Embassy social
funct ions and considered tliom "friendly and sociable people" well
liked and respected by the American staff. No interest was shown
in the Browns by her agent handler except to report any coiTiments

* among the Americans regarding Mrs. Brovin's automobile accident in
1969.

Ccory.e Black; Believed him to be a Visa Officer. Very gregarious
with FSLEs and traveled frequently to consular districts in Poland.
Case officer interested in relationship with wife, travel itinerary,

'f.-

'

and travel companions.

Elean or Pink : Homely middleaged secretary, quiet and a loner. Took
no Interest in Embassy fuhetions and .*ippearcd to have no real close
associations among Americans. Rumored to Have dated the 2nd Secretary
of the Turkish Embassy, but of no interest to case officer.

CHARACTERIZATION OF POLISH EMPLOYEES:

(Examples)

Michol Popnpski ; Chauffeur to the Ambassador. Very arrogant, surly
and anti-American. Subject suspicious that he is closely associated
with UB. While Subject possesses no specific information in this
reg^-d Subject has recollection of several comments made by case
officer which could have only been glcened from Popapski (Explain).

Kira Lov.tska: le.ccptionist
;
well liked by Americans and local staff,

however app(:.'n ;> somewhat nervous and apprehensive. Subject once
observed her at a local coffee shop talking to a man Subject believed
to be from the UB. This she assumed from the cut of his clothes and
the fact that he appeared to be doing all the talking and Lowaska
looked "glum and frightened".

SECRET
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AIM -P/-.

Report: rciauHs of il'.on»3 13 tiiul 14 in af tnchno-.it A.

Ct'^lRl-.NT HI-.QUXKr'.MEN’j.’l:

Report results of item 15 of at I arlii.ient A to include specific and general

requirements, if any, levied by case officer to accomplish in the West.

MXSCEIJAKEpUS

;

Report results of item 16* of attachinent A and any other information of

possible counterintel llgencc significance.

PO^CJRAlMt i:XAMTNATION

:

In special cases at i direction of SY Headquarters a polygraph examination

may be rc<iucsted. The results of that examination should be reported here,

in detail.

CLOSING OB?)KRy/ATIONS :

Coranents of the ReiJOtCing Officer to include h's evaluation of the veracity

of Subject's declarations I
results of corrohoi . ting or record check infor-

mation and personal observations.

E.XHlBI 'i'S OR ATTACIOffiNTS :

At a minimum there should be attached a photograph of Subject and a copy of

her latest Form DSP-33.

22
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DErAKTMENT OF STATE
Omcc or Sccuritt

S E C R E T

OFFICE LETTER NO. 0-77/6 DATE: August 3, 1977

TO: Regional Security Supervisors PILE NO: INT-6
Regional Security Officers
Regional Technical Officers

FROM: Deputy Assistant Secretary for

SUBJECT: KGB Collection Requirements on American Embassy
Installations and Personnel Abroad

Attached is a listing of the 1977 KGB collection requirements
on American Embassy installations and personnel abroad. This
Information has been made available to the Office of Security
by SRF. Due to the source, it is sensitive intelligence
information and not releaseable to foreign nationals.

The attachment is being furnished for specific use by security
officers and must be handled on a strict "need to know" basis.
The " Third Agency Rule " applies: therefore, the attachment may
not be furnished other agencies or departments without the
prior concurrence of SRF.

Attachment should not be removed from this letter.

Attachment

:

KGB Collection Requirements
(3 pages)

.

SECRET
(XGDS-2 - Derivative

)
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I, Internal structure, methods of work, co—unications of
the installations .

1) Structure of management and functions vf the
installation.

2) Data about departments, subunits, their tasks.

3) Information about the subordination anC authority
of organizational units.

4) Data about the structure of secret units.

5) The organization of work at the installation.
The internal communications of the various units.

6) Methods of planning and managing the activity
of the installation, as well as of representations
and missions subordinate to it.

7) Contacts of the installation with leaders of the
country of assignment, with representatives of
the Army and of the .'intelligence serviies.

8) Contacts of he installation with other state organs,
ministries and department's.

9) Contacts with leaders of former/i.e. opposition/
parties and organizations of the cpuntty of
assignment.

10) Contacts with educational inst'..tutions

11) Contacts with enterprises in the services sphere.

12) Contacts with mass information media and with
individual journalists.

13) Contacts of an official nature with individual persons.

14) Contacts with international organizatims represented
in the country of your assignment.

15) Official or personal contacts of employes of the
installation with representatives of tie USSR and
other socialist countries.

WARNINO NOTICE - SENSITIVE INTELLIGENCE SOURCES AND METHODS

SECRET ,

NO FOREi'SH
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1 Staff an d Requirements of the Installation

1) The numocr . .i distribution of the installation's

staff by subunits.

2) Personnel policies of the installation's management.

3 )

4)

5)

6 )

7)

8 )

9)

10 )

11 )

12 )

13)

14)

15)

16)

The system of employment of the /various/ categories

of employees of the installation, their qualifications,

average length of work.

The rights and obligations of the installation's

employees.

Data about individuals, information of a biographic

nature, about contacts, political views, chances

for promotion, habits, attitudes, weaknesses,

distinguishing characteristics, etc.

Personnel needs of the installation and its individual

elements at the present time and in the future.

The system of- selecting and hiring new local employees.

Principles of compensation and system of advancement.

Advancement barriers for individual categories

of employees.

Demands of a disciplinary nature.

Possible transfers of employees within the installation.

Manifestations of workers turnover and its causes.

The system of making TDY assignments, data on

individual persons.

Educational institutions of the country of assignment

and. other institutions used /as a source/ for the

selection of personnel.

Part ’ 'ipation of the staff of the installation

in clubs.

Employment bureaus used for hiring personnel.

25
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17) The social structure of the installation's enployees.

18) The political structure of the personnel, party
• membership.

19) The working atmosphere in the Installation.

20) Places where employees live.

21) Places frequented by employees of the installation
(cafes, beaches, etc.).

Situation and Sup of the Installation

1) Characteristics of buildings and their condition.

2) Technical equipment (pov;er-supply
,
sewerage,

communications net, location of cables.)

3) Special-purpose equipment of the installation
(location of the SShO /cryptographic section/,
switchboards, teletype, antennas, etc.)

4) Rented mail box and the system for distributing mail.
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ONFIDENTIAL

I ALL DIPLOMATIC AND CONSULAR POSTS

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

1975 RPR

SY/SAS: 25 EXTRA
COPIES

L,0. 11652; RDS-3 3/30/85 (ACKERMAN, Karl D.) ^
TAOS. ASEC 2
stiRifCT Guidance Regarding Personal Relationships

VO With Nationals of the Soviet Union and Certain Other
.Communist Countries. —

fl. RU-
INTRODUCTION

•*" (C) airgram states the Department's policy concerning
personal contacts with nationals of the Soviet Union,

[RA Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria,

5
the German Democratic Republic, the Socialist
Republic of Vietnam, Laos, and Cuba. The instructions——— set forth herein are designed to help avoid situations— which could be exploited 1/ a hostile intelligence— service. A separate airc;rain concerning the Peoples
Republic of China will be published.— BACKGROUND

(U) The success of the Foreign Service rests in part on
the ability of our personnel to establish effective
business and social relationships with the officials
and citizens of other countries. In our dealings
with the countries listed above, we have, in most

—instances, had the benefit of increased contacts
during recent years. It has been possible for
officers at our posts in most of these countries
to expand their official and unofficial contacts,“— enhancing their ability to represent U.S. interests
and report on host country attitudes. ‘

CONFIDENT^^'*^"^'"

A/SY/SAS;DDArabia

M/DC:IIGBWrtgB L/lUHajiell mR/SOViWFdYVdld EUR/CE:WWoea^e^EUR/EE
EA/VLC:SLy^ ARA/CCArWSmlttjf^AIDCSY) iPJHarr,^ ICA(SY) :RBarbe^^^ d

ACDA(SY);JMatthew3W|,'JV
^
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CURRENT situation

(C) Efforts by the Soviet Union and other communist countries

to gain advantage through the use of traditional intelli-

gence methods continue. Although during the first half of

this decade there was a diminution of reported recruitment

attempts directed against Americans, the year 1975 signalled

an upturn in hostile intelligence activity. In 1975 there

were more reported instances of hostile intelligence
developmental operations or recruitment attempts than

in the previous three years combined. The years 1976

through 1978 have kept pace with 1975. It appears that

the prospect of having a recruitment attempt fail is no

longer viewed by these hostile intelligence services with

as much concern as was apparently the case in the early

1970's.

(U) Experience demonstrates that an intimate social relationship

between an American and a citizen of a country specified in

the introductory paragraph cannot be maintained without risk

to both parties. One can still be certain that such contacts

will be observed, that the non-American will be carefully

watched, investigated, and that he or she will probably

be eventually questioned to gain information about the

American friend. It is, in fact, still standard procedure

for the KGB and the intelligence services of other communist

controlled countries to co-opt their citizens for the purpose

of exploiting friendships with foreigners. This "exploitation

sometimes only takes the form of reporting on the movements

and activities of the American; in other instances, the

non-Americans have been asked or coerced to participate

in the compromise of foreigners. The KGB and its allies

have a long and successful history of exploiting foreigners

based upon romantic involvement and sexual activities with

nationals of their countries.

STATEMENT OF POLICY

(U) It is expected and desired that officers seek out *ud main-

tain business and social contacts with officials and citizens

of the countries noted above, as may be necessary to facilitate

the efficient performance of their official duties. The

extent of that contact will be determined by objectives

established by Chiefs of Mission and the Department. All

personnel should, however, avoid one-to-one relationships,

which could lead to difficulties for these foreign nationals

from the cited countries or^ could form the basis for intelli-

gence activity directed against the American.

CONFIDENTIAL
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(C) Experience has demonstrated that the most common occurrences
exploited by hostile Intelligence services are violations of
U.S. or host country law, personal involvement by American
employees in internal social or political Issues, and sexual
involvement between American employees and citizens from
the countries cited above. As a^general rule, official and
acceptable social contact with citizens of the cited
countries should only be pursued in those instances when
the contact clearly supports foreign policy objectives. This
policy applies no matter where the national resides or the
American employee is assigned.

(U) Any questions concerning specific social relationships
with diplomats or citizens of the cited countries can be
discussed with the Ambassador, Principal Officer, or
Section Supervisor, as well as the Security Officer at
your post of residence. Any suspicious incident or contact
occurring abroad which may be construed as a foreign
intelligence approach must be reported Immediately to
the Principal Officer and Regional Security Officer.
Department personnel must report such Information to their
Section Supervisor (as appropriate) and to the Special
Assignments Staff of the Office of Security, Room 2236,
Main State, telephone 632-1040. USICA-Washington, AID-
Washington, and ACDA-Washington personnel must contact their
respective Offices of Security. Employees reporting such
incidents can expect an understanding and professional
response.

(U) Failure to exercise good judgement in avoiding personal
relationships that can increase vulnerability to foreign
intelligence efforts is obviously not conducive to a
successful career in the Foreign Service. The failure to
report foreign intelligence approaches will be viewed with
the utmost riousness and violations will be dealt with
accordingly

VANCE

CONFIDENTIAL
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Wtihington. O.c. 2QS20

CONFIDENTIAL

OFFICE LETTER NO. D-79A7 September 13« 1979

REFERENCE)

Regional Security Supervisors
Regional Security Offi'cers
Technical Security, Officers

Karl D. Ackerman
Deputy Assistant S

for Security

Office

Icretar

(1 Guidance Regarding Personal Relationships
'Hi Lh Nationals of the Soviet Union and Certain
Other Communist Countries

(U) Alrgram 1299, dated April 20, 1979 subject
as above

PILE: SY-1

(U) Alrgram 1299 (copy attached) was written to establish a
Department-wide policy governing acceptable levels of contact
between Foreign Service personnel (to Include ICA and AID
employees) and communist country nationals. For many years
a definitive Department policy has not existed and each post
to a greater or lesser extent established a localized
"non-fraternization" policy to fit its own needs. The Alrgram
establishes uniform guidelines.

(U) As noted in the Airgram's Statement of Policy, the
normal test for determining if a relationship with a
communist country national should be pursued rests on
whether that relationship facilitates the performance of
official duties and is consistent with objectives established
by the Department and Chief of Mission. For officers with
reporting and representational responsibilities, it is under-
stood that such contact will be pursued. However, in those
Instances when a relationship developes between an employee
and a communist country national which is not considered
advisable and does not clearly fulfill a foreign policy

CONFIDENTIAL
(ACKERMAN, Karl D.)
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obj active, the Alrgram provides the bajis for directincthe employee to discontinue that contact. Such a policyis particularly helpful in dealing with those instances^henemployees are reluctant to discontinue a relationship

o^the
country national or question the authorityof the post to direct that a relationship be terminated

believed that the Alrgram offers sufficient
of the^merits"of^^^^^'^'^^

allow for a case by case evaluationmerits of any given social contact between Foreion

exercfL ^ f'
«°^l'3wide, represents a failure toexercise good judgement and is not permitted Posts

shou^riL'i^f^r
in the soviet UnLn and^E^sterfEurope,in post policies an explicit statementregarding sexual intimacies with nationals of thosecountries identified in the Airgram.

®

(C) The Airgram also addresses the proper procedure for

at'^DOst"Ld“d^®'^^a^
intelligence approaches. Once reportedat post and dependent upon urgency and sensitivity that
i'^ediately\ransmi?ted t^the Sartment

E^L L?y thfchief “tails'" memo?S
ifpre^eLed. ' telegraphic reporting

Channel should notreporting recruitment attempts, hostilepenetrations or similar occurrences. These channels receive

resuirin''unn^^®""'"^*''^a" Department and can

Implementation

:

1299 ’wfth®
should discuss the concepts outlined in Airgram

posL
personnel at resident and constituentposts. Questions regarding the guidance provided in the

Pasr^L"c°F"‘'
to the Chief, ly/SAS As in thepast, specific security and counterintelligence related

nationairsho’'tS^),^''°®
relationships with Communist Luntry

EY/SAsf
I*® reported on a timely basis to the Chie^

''i

Attachment:
A-1299

confidential
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SECRET 302133Z OCT 79 STAFE

CITE DIRECTOR 542633.

TO: PRIORITT WVSB (XMT PORT AU PRINCE, BANGUI, KAMPALA),
I;.

BRAZZAVILLE, MAPUTO, NDJAMENA, JOHANNESBURG.

BOOK CABLE

g
WNINTEL RTEAT PLApONAUT PDQUICK

J 1. STANISLAV ALEKSANDROVICH LEVCHENKO, NOVOTE VREMTA
3 CORRESPONDENT IN TOKYO, DEFECTED TO OSG IN TOKTO EVENING 23 OCTOBER.
I
REllS NOW IN headquarters AREA. INITIAL DEBRIEFINGS APPEAR TO

0 substantiate his CLAIM TO BE KGB STAFFER. HE HAS NOT SERVED OVERSEAS
1 OTHER THAN IN JAPAN AND HIS KNOWLEDGEABILITT APPEARS TO EE LIMITED
! TO KGB OPERATIONS IN JAPAN, AS WELL AS KGB ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
I
AND PERSONALITIES. WE Will KEEP STATIONS ADVISED AS DEVELOPMENTS

I
WARRANT.

C

i 2. TOO MAT CONFIRM TO LIAISON, IF ASKED, THAT LEVCHENKO IS IN
OUR CUSTODY. PLEASE DO NOT COMMENT ON MS INTEL STATUS. AT THIS
TIME WE OBVIOUSLY DO NOT WISH TO SOLICIT REQUIREMENTS FROM LIAISON
SERVICES AND WOULD APPRECIATE STATIONS FENDING OFF SUCH REQUESTS.
WHEN AND IF WE DEVELOP ANT INFORMATION WHICH IS OF DIRECT AND
SIGNIFICANCE IMPORTANCE TO A PARTICULAR SERVICE, WE OF COURSE WILL
MAKE IT AVAILABLE.

3. RVW 26 OCT 99 DRV D9C.1. ALL SECRET.
SECRET

BT
#2860

38
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S E C a S T* 020336Z NOV 79 DEFEEHID TEIEPOUCH

CITE WASHINGTON 54A888.

“ ID: TEHRAN.

I
PaOHj SE/i/NB JIA HE/IRAN

I
SDRJEC.IK ENINTEI CITOP .OZRAM TRACE

I
RE?t : TEHRAN 54613

f 1. NO IQS IHACES FIOEIAN GEECD.

WIirimACE PO^TiNGst ETCV~ AND «

S E C E e‘t
310CT99 DRV D9C1. ALL- SECRET.

BT
#6993

39





SECRET 5n543Z OCT 79 DEFERRED TELEPOUCH

CITE TEHRAN 54S42

TO I WASHINGTON INFO HELSINKI.

FDR I EUR/SC/F INFO C/NE/IRAN, C/NE/S/NE, EUR/AS/A

SUBJECTi WNINTEL CKLEG - ERKKI HUITTINER

rEFi a. WASHINGTON 54JI29
B. TEHRAN 5 105 1

I. REF B NO LONGER IN STATION FILES.

•> STATION HAS JUST REACHED PRCGRAflMED STRENGTH, AND WE

«E NOW IN A POSITION TO LOOK MORE ACTIVELY
mtccthm Were we are wot presently in touch with

HUITTIHIH but PROP05E TO FIND HIM IF HE STILL *5*^ DETERMINE

wI”o?IS4uL UTILITY AS ACCESS AGENT. PLS EXTEND POA.

J. FILE! 201-959395, RWW 310CT99 DRV DSC. 1. ALL

SECR^.
SECRET
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SECRET 310333Z OCT 79 DETERRED TEIEPOOCH

CITE WASHINGTON 543129.
»

TO: TEHRAN INFO HELSINKI.

FROM: EDH/SC/F INFO NE/IRAN! SE/X/NE; EDR/AS/A

SUBJECT: WNINTEL CKLEG - ERKKI HUITTINEN

REF: THERAN 51051

1. POA FOR DEVELOPMENT OF FINNISH DIPLOMAT ERKKI HUITTINEN
AS A SOURCE ON SOVIET AND EAST EUROPEAN ATTITUDES ON AND
ASSESSMENTS OF THE IRANIAN POLITICAL SITUATION HAS EXPIRED.
POA WAS ORIGINALLT ISSUED ON 12 FEB 79 AT THE REQUEST OF TEHRAN
STATION OFFICER DIMITROFF, WHO HAD ESTABLISHED A SOCIAL RELATIONSHIP
WITH HUITTINEN AND CONSIDERED THAT HE HAD THE QUALITIES NECESSARI
TO PERFORM EFFECTIVELY AS AN ACCESS AGENT TO THE SOVIET COMMUNITY.
BEFORE COMING TO TEHRAN IN 1979, HUITTINEN HAD SERVED A TOUR
IN VIENNA, WHERE HE WAS FOR EIGHTEEN MONTHS A SOCIAL CONTACT OF AN
RTACTION OFFICER AND ACTED AS AN UNWITTING INFORMANT ON A SOVIET
OFFICIAL OF INTEREST TO THE STATION.

2.

PLEASE ADVISE WHETHER YOU ARE PRESENTLY IN TOUCH WITH
HUITTINEN AND WISH US TO EXTEND POA.

3.

FILE: 201-959395. RVW 26 OCT 99 DRV D9C.1. ALL SECRET.
SECRET
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SEC RET

Lt, Colonel Leonid Vasilyevich DOVBNIA Knovni QRU

DPOBj 1939, Ukraine

OCCi Assistant Military Attache, Soviet Embassy, Tehran

ARRIVED I 2 October 1975

PPTi Diplomatic No. 02187U

FAMILYl Wife - Nataliya Viktorovna DOVBNIA] Daughter - Marina, born 1966

j

Son, Valeriy, bom 1968

MISCELLANEOUS

>

DOVBNYA has stated that his father was "killad in Oemany," that

his mother was also dead, ha has been married for tan years and this la

his first tour abroad.

Subject has been described as friendly and outgoing. Ha is well

built, has blue eyes, reddish blond hair with slight receding hairline

and laughs easily. His wife is described as pretty and outgoing.

DOVBNYA does not apeak Farsi, but makes a valiant effort to keep

up conversations in his limited English. Ha is studying Farsi at the

Maktab-e-Zaban language school.

SECRET
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SECKET
DEP/,HT:'£NT OF THE AIR FORCE

OFFICE OF FI’I.I IAI, INVESTIGATIONS DISTRICT 72
Al’O M.W YORK 09205

r.-.’c'? HQD227-582 22

•-• K-. LARRY GIEL (U)

' SRP, Tehran

1. (S) Per our previous discussions, the above file andver name has been established to record results of anoperation initiated to direct SUBJECT'S activities in

in^Ir^^®**
social relationships with various personalities

Initial activity will be directed toward further
slr.;idy established relationships with ANATottySAMNOV and Lt Col I£0NID DOVBNIA for ?he purpose ofacq^Lingdetailed biographical data and establishing a basis for^the

^
introduction of other controlled assets to these personalities.

atlonli
advised of significant oper-

ttenL priparel?
’

(SIQNED)

FRANK M. HUEY, Lt Colonel, USAF
Commander
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i’itloi L-UUIY GIJl (u)

24 Aua 76

1, Dtite and Tino of Gojitacti S\uicl.'.y/23 75/0j;00.

2* Loc^itlon of Coj'.ur.ct Uitoi U,r3, .'.r, .y !oivtxtal, 'Johrajii Iran.

3* Loc.-tlon of o\ iJi-lCfa ol'ficOi *J*S, Ar.iy ‘loanltal, I'olu’ani Ixmi#

4* Diiration of llootljv'* 0^00 « 0|P50

5* Poraons Involved in Hoeti t>U!3J'XM and the CO*

6* Vehicles Urjedi Vhe CO utilized an official vehiclo anaigned to •/*i’0SI Bict 72,

a 1973 PliH-ioxith I'viry, white in color, recistrr-tion j/“^5B03498f "oliran license

w95239, for travel to the U,S. Amy Iloopitnl, j?ho vehiclo \/aa loft pai'ked in the
hospital i>ar':inG lot, as the CO was also condvictin,-’ other official business*

7* P'orpono of Contact/loot i liha-ther assooouont and to maintain rapport and
CO control*

Q* Identification of Gollatoral llepoi’tlix;* AH (iliUJIlIG ACSiJj!).

10. Future Hoot ArraiicoLientsi SUBJXCi) v/as told lie \/oxild bo tolophonioally
contacted within the next 10 days to arrange a future moetin^j*

14* RC Prepared byi SA ROlI/OJ) H. PULLIPS

15. Distrlbutioni m AFOSl/lVOE - 1
District 72-1

cofinriAL
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DUPARlIVItlvIT OF THE AIR FORCE
District 72 (AFOSI)

AFO New York 09205

AGENT REPORT

PREPARING OFFICE I Dist 72 FILE NOi HQD227-
PREPARED BY I SA RONALD M. PHILLIPS DATEi 25 Aug 76

TITLE I LARRY GIEL (U)

OgTAILSi

(COORDINATION)

1. (S) On 22 Aug 76, SRF/Tehran requested an urgent meeting with
the Case Officer (CO), the purpose of which was to reemphasize
SRF's interest in AFOSI developing a controlled social relationship
operation, utilizing SUBJECT, to obtain specific information
regarding ANATOLIY SAZANOV, Third Secretary, Soviet Consulate,
Tehran. SRF furnished the following information they have developed
to date, regarding SAZANOV, which they feel must be verified and
possibly exploited for subsequent defection considerations!

SAZANOV is probably KGB and this is his first foreign assign-
ment. It is believed that his current position is the First Chief
Overseas Directorate in Tehran. For the past six months to one
year, SAZANOV has definitely been somewhat troubled/bothered and
discontent. He has not been very successful in Tehran, and to
SRF’s knowledge he has had only 16 contacts with individuals of
other than Communist bloc countries. He has apparently "dried up".
He is sloppy, disor'- nized, and he lacks aggressiveness. He
frequently breaks t! se appointments he does accept, or he is quite
late if he does sh<. v. up. He has had a number of automobile
accidents while in Tehran. He probably drinks heavily, and he has
been observed drunk in public at least twice. SAZANOV is obviously
not satisfied with either life or his working conditions in Tehran.
Although he does not particularly dislike "going abroad," he
definitely wants to leave Tehran. In this regard, he has written
correspondence to a former superior with Intourist in Minsk, USSR;
he has petitioned the USSR Ambassador to Tehran; and he has even
directed correspondence to Foreign Minister GROMYKO, all in an
attempt to be relieved from his current assignment.

CLASSIFIED BYi COMDR, AFOSI
PER AFOSIR 205-3. dtd 12 Apr 74
EXEMPT FROM CDS OF E.O. 11652
EXEMPTION CATEGORY; TWO
DECLASSIFY ON; 31 DEC 2006
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SRF does not believe that SAZANOV is experiencing any grave
family or marital problems, although SAZANOV reportedly left an
11 year old son in the USSR. They feel the marriage is basically
stable, even though the wife's characteristics would tend to
rbveal otherwise. SAZANOV s wife, NATASHA, is described as very
flashy, gook looking, juicy, saucy, flirtatious, humorous, and
in good command of t English language.. She has, however, never
been known to seek c. ^side male companionship. SAZANOV and his
wife became acquainted while SAZANOV was assigned in Doshambe

,

Tajikistan, USSR. Their relationship developed as a result of
NATASHA, who was a teacher of the English language, giving English
lessons to SAZANOV. SAZANOV recently spent nearly all of his
foreign exchange certificates for the purchase of a new Volga
automobile to be delivered in the USSR. SAZANOV reportedly did
this without his wife's full knowledge; he expected some trouble
with his wife as a result, and he reportedly did receive some
trouble from her, which subsequently "blew over".

Not withstanding the above, of greater importance is the
following!

SAZANOV has confided to several individuals that he is suffering
from a radiological poisoning; that he has a blood disease affecting
his liver; and that he fully expects to die a young man. He has
mentioned previously being assigned in Doshambe, Tajikistan, “where
the very ground he walked on seeped with radiation". Although it
has been suggested to SAZANOV that he enter a hospital for his
ailments, SAZANOV reportedly will not allow himself to be hospital-
ized because he does not trust Soviet doctors or their hospital
facilities. He is believed to be a hypochondriac in this regard,
yet refuses Soviet medical advice.

2. (S) SRF advised they have attempted to interpret all of the
above into meaningful thought. In view of the fact that SAZANOV
is reportedly departing on home leave during Nov 76 , and will not
return until Jan 77, they feel the time is ripe to attempt to verify
and/or explore SAZANOV '-s physioal/mental condition prior to his
departure, for obvious reasons. SRF believes that SUBJECT is or
could be a key individual to accomplish what they desire.

SRF has offered to be present during, and/or provide, initial
in-depth briefing to SUBJECT regarding SAZANOV's problems, wholly
dependent upon the views of AFOSI , SRF readily noted that they
would in no way, however, attempt to prempt AFOSI control of SUBJECT.

3 . (S) SRF has offered any assistance necessary, and they suggest
that since SUBJECT is already acquainted with SAZANOV, it would not
be unusual for SUBJECT to approach SAZANOV at any social gathering
to initiate conversation.

SECRET
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4. (S) It was mutually agreed operational planning would commence
ASAP to arrange contact between SUBJECT and SAZANOV.

DISTRIBUTION! HQ AFOSI/lVOE - 1; DIST ;72 - 1

APPROVED!

FRANK M. HUEY, Lt Col, USAF
Commander

SECRET
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DLPARIIVIEIMT 01' THE AIR EOHfE
Distfict i2 (AhOSI)

APO Ne»» York 09205

AGENT REPORT

PREPARING OFFICEi Dist 72 FILE NOi HQD227-582
PREPARED BY I SA RONALD M. PHILLIPS DATEi 1 Sep 76

^ TITLE I LARRY GIEL (U)

DETAILS I

(COORDINATION)

(C) On 1 Sep 761 the matter of SUBJECT'S utilization and role
in this operation Vi coordinated with SRF/Tehran by the Case
Officer (CO) and A1 mate Case Officer (ACO) . It was agreed
that, direction of SUBJECT'S activities and matters of control
would be vested in AFOSI. At the CO' a request, a representative
of SRF/Tehran will present SUBJECT with an initial in-depth
briefing on the target personality, in the presence of the CO.
Tenative arrangements were made for a joint meeting, with SUBJECT,
to be held 7 Sep 76 . At the conolusicn 'if this meeting, SRF/
Tehran provided biographical sketches of the target personalities.

DISTRIBUTION! HQ AFOSI/IVOE - li DIST 72-1

APPROVED!

FRANK M. HUEY, Lt Col, USAF
Commander

BACKGROUND USE ONLY CLASSIFIED BY! COMDR, AFOSI
PER AFOSIR 205-3, dtd 12 Apr 74

SEVEN DOORS EXEMPT FROM GDS OF E.O. 11652
EXEMPTION CATEGORY! TWO

WARNING NOTICE! DECLASSIFY ONi 3I Deo 2006
SENSITIVE SOURCES & METHODS INVOLVED.

MENTIAl
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SECRET'

STATEMENT OF APPROVED OPERATIONAL OBJECTIVES

77Hnni45-'<? Larry Giel(U)

1. (S) Develop a social realtionship between Subject and
Anatoliy Sazanov, 3rd Sec., Soviet Embassy, Teheran and
LtCol Leonid Dovbnia, Asst. Military Attache, Soviet
Embassy, Teheran.

2. (S) Collect biographical and personality assessment
data on Sazanov and Dovbnia.

3. (S) Determine the nature of Sazanov 's alleged medical
complaint (i.e., radiological blood poisoning).

4. (S) Exploit where possible Sazanov's expressed dislike
of Iran and his distrust of Soviet medical expertise by
promoting the advanced medical techniques in use in the
United States.

5. (S) Analyze the personalities of Sazanov and Dobnla
for likes and dislikes for the purpose of introducing
additional access agents to them.

6. (S) Attempt to develop and encourage contacts between
Subject and members of the Chinese Bfcassy, Teheran so
that access agents can be directed against the Chinese
in Teheran.

CIsHifieJ

EXEIHPT FROM GENERAL
DECI.ASSIFIC.ATION SCHEDULE
OF fXECimVE ORDER 11652

EXEMPTION CATEGORY .UU/2..
DECLASSIFY ON JMkCAi<i<e..
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CONFIDENTIAL

CERTIFICATE OF UNDERSTANDING AND AGREEMENT

VOLUNTARILY AGREE TO ASSIST THE AFOSI IN

A COUNTERINTELLIGENCE MATTER IN THE INTEREST OF THE UNITED STATES

AND TO MAINTAIN ABSOLUTE SECRECY CONCERNING THIS RELATIONSHIP.

I UNDERSTAND THAT ALL INFORMATION/ EQUIPMENT/ FUNDS OR OTHER

MATERIAL OBTAINED FROM AN OPPOSITION SERVICE AS A RESULT OF

THIS OPERATION ARE THE PROPERTY OF THE U.S. GOVERNMENT. I

FURTHER AGREE TO VOLUNTARILY UNDERGO A POLYGRAPH EXAMINATION

IN CONNECTION WITH THIS COUNTERINTELLIGENCE MATTER AT SUCH

TIMES AS DETERMINED NECESSARY BY AFOSI.

THIS RELATIONSHIP MAY BE TERMINATED AT ANY TIME BY MUTUAL

CONSENT BY EITHER M' OR THE AFOSI. AFTER TERMINATION I WILL

NOT DISCLOSE THIS RELATIONSHIP OR ANY INFORMATION ACQUIRED

BY ME DURING IT WITHOUT THE EXPRESS CONSENT OF AFOSI.

In. ^
(WITNESS)

CONFIDENTIAL

(DATE)

1
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i

PSFUDOI'IYM AliKLLnCiJT

IN RECOGNITION OF THE SECURITY ASPECTS OF MY ASSOCIATION

WITH THE AIR FORCE OFFICE OF SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS/ (aFOSI)/

Having pledged to maintain absolute secr'cy concerning this

REI^IONSHIP/ I/_iJpli2£^ii ^
, have CHOSEN THE NAME/

_/ AS A PSEUDONYM TO PROTECT THIS

RELATIONSHIP.

EXCEPT AS MAY BE SPECIFICALLY AGREED BETWEEN MYSELF AND

MY CASE OFFICER ON AN INDIVIDUAL BASIS IN THE FUTURE/ I WILL

SIGN ALL DOCUMENTS/ SUCH AS RECEIPTS FOR PAYMENTS AND EQUIPMENT/

OR SIMILAR ITEMS/ IN PSEUDONYM. I AGREE THAT THE PSEUDONYM

SIGNATURE/ AS INDICATED BELOW/ WILL BE LEGALLY BINDING IN THE

SAME MANNER AS MY TRUE NAME SIGNATURE. I WILL NOT DISCLOSE

THE EXISTENCE OF THIS AGREEMENT WITHOUT THE EXPRESS CONSENT OF

THE AFOSI

.

PSEUDONYM

TYPED ORrz.u

INTEI><l$£Er

SIGNATURE:

WITNESS:

TYPED OR

printed; Rei/^ld
. fHtU./P51^ /f . fn/i

POSITION:. . CSI

TYPED OR

printed:.

SI GNAT

TRUE NAME

-e. ^

signature:.

CONFIDENTIAL



I.Ai^KY Gif.rj (u)

OPERATIONAL PIJiNNING

1. (S) Of necessity, concentration of efforts at this time must
be directed toward further establishing SUBJECT in his relation-
ships with SAZANOV prior to the latter's departure for home leave
in Novoinber. Specifically, SUBJECT will be directed to exploit
-and take any opportunity to meet with SAZANOV and, where possible,
insure the meetings are on a one-to-one basis. During these meet-
ings, SUBJECT will, playing on SAZANOV's natural desire to discuss
his medical problems and empathizing with SAZANOV's stated dis-
like of Ii-an, establish his sincere Interest in and offer to
assist in promoting SAZANOV's well being. While possible, it is
not probable SAZANOV's feelings about attempting to have his
tour curtailed will be drastically altered prior to his departure.
It is believed, however, SAZANOV may be more receptive to over-
tures of friendship by SUBJECT upon his return to Tehran should
his bid to be curtailed be unsuccessful. Further, the possibility
exists SUBJECT may persuade SAZANOV to submit to a complete
physical examination which may resolve many questions for AFOSI
and SAZANOV. SUBJECT is planning to invite SAZANOV to his home
for dinner during the week of 16 - 22 Oct 76 and will follow
through from thorpoint in accepting a reciprocal invitation or,
if appropriate and without being too obvious, will suggest another
get together prior to SAZANOV's departure.

2. (S) Simultaneously, SUBJECT will be directed to maintain/
further establish his relationships with DOVBNIA

, ASHURKO and
WANG through attendance at the various official and non-official
social functions. As appropriate, based on his success with these
contacts, consideration will be given to directing SUBJECT into
one-on-one- meetings with one or more of these personalities. As
,a result of these meetings, biographic data will be acquired and
personality assessment made with a view toward introduction of
selected, additioi: ' assets as the situation dictates.

3 . {S> To provide for more indepth reporting, it is planned to

-

have SUBJECT'S wife debriefed concerning her contacts and obser-
vations of the target personalities. Initially, she will be
provided a limited briefing on AFR 205-57, AFOSI's interest in
the targets and SUBJECT'S cooperation with AFOSI. The briefings
will stress the acquisition of biographical and personality data.
As additional contacts transpire and are reported, she will be
assessed for potential in fulfilling an operational role directed
toward the respective targets' wives, when and if such a situation
warrants and is approved by AFOSl/lVOE.

SECRET CUSSIFIEO BY: fiiFcsz ComJr

\

P^R. /IFoSiR 2.05-3

Exempt troia eOS af E, 0. Iteti

KXRMPnO.V CATEGORY
DECLASStTY ON 3i.r>ec 'J.Ct'L
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.'•,QD227-582

OPERATIONAL PLANNING (cont.)

u ft-, lli4.

(S) To facilitate continued acquisition of timely personality
data on SUBJECT and also provide for a means of impersonal comm-
unication, where necessary, it is planned, with AFOSI/IVOE approval,
to wittingly utilize the GO'S wife in this operation. The GO'S
wife is employed at SUBJECT'S facility in a position affording
daily access to all areas of the facility and personal contact
.with staff personnel, including SUBJECT. Specifically, she is
a secretary in the Patient Administration Division. Recent comments,
and observations concerning SUBJECT, favorable and unfavorable,
pertaining to his personality and his relationships with the staff
that have been made 'o and or noted by the CO's wife indicate a
potential wealth of iforraation is available which will materially
assist in fui-ther . . ossing SUBJECT. In essence, limited source
coverage will be provided. Also, the utilization of the CO's
wife as a cut-out can be done in the course of her normal duties.
(NOTEi Additional imper.sonal communications methods, personal
meet and security procedures are being evaluated for use in this
operation. Special mention of this isz-raade in our operations
planning as the enviornrat-nt here preseitJ unusual asset handling
security challanges). To securtfiy use the CO's wife in the
operation, it will be necessary to provide her a limited briefing
and, if appropriate, have her execute a Security Pledge.
Specifically, she would be told only thati

"SUBJECT is assisting AFOSI in a sensitive counter-
intelligence project. To preclude disclosure of
AFOSI's interest in SUBJECT to the general public
due to over-exposure of the CO at the facility, she
will, from time-to-time , be requested to convey
messages and personally hand carry sealed envelopes
between SUBJECT and the CO. Further, it is necessary
for the CO to be aware of any information, favorable
or unfavorable, concerning SUBJECT'S associations/
relationships with his staff and/or other persons
with whom SUBJECT has contact due to his position,
which she can monitor during the course of her
daily duties."

It is believed that utilization of the CO's wife in the dual role
of cut-out and source will also provide opportunities for oper-
ational testing of SUBJECT in an inconspioious manner. It is
stressed that this course of action is not to be considered the
"primary" or "only" means of impersonal communication.

SECRET
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5. (S) Regarding personal meets with the asset, it is planned to
identify selected individuals for use as safe site keepers and to
arrange use of their residences on a one-time or infrequent basis.
Used in conjunction with PM's at varied local restaurants and
possible meeting sites at the local contract hotel facility, it is
believed adequate operational security will be afforded. Use of
commercial hotel facilities, since these require passports for
registration, and moving vehicular meets, due to the enormous
traffic problems, pose special problems here in Tehran.

SECIIET

SEVEN DOOr.S
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SecRcr
DtPA\HlMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

Diilfkl 72 lAFOSI)
APO New Vork 09205

AGENT REPORT

PREPARING OFFICEi District 72 FILE NOi HQD227-582
PREPARED BYi SA Ronald M. Phillips DATEi 23 Oct 76
REFERENCE I RC #5

TITLEi LARRY GIEL (U)

DETAILS I

(COORDINATION)

1. (S) On 3 Oct 76, this operation was coordinated with represen-
tatives of SRF/Tehran by the CO and AGO, during which SRF was
briefed on the cocktail party hosted by SUBJECT on 28 Sep 76. As
SAZANOV and his wife attended the party and tenatively accepted
SUBJECT'S offer of a future get together, it was mutually agreed
the operation was preceding smoothly. Of significance were
comments by SRF concerning a contact by one of its* representatives
withSAZANOV on 2 Oct 76, during which SAZANOV stated he had
attended a party at SUPTECT's home. SAZANOV also stated he was
not quite sure why he . d been invited. The SRF representative
was not sure in what c. .text SAZANOV made the remark (i.e. why
was he (SAZANOV) invited to a party hosted by SUBJECT or why was
he (SAZANOV) invited to a party with such a diverse group of
people, particularly since most of the other attendees were
individuals with whom SAZANOV had nothing in common).
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2. (C ) On 4 and 5 Ov ^6, this operation was coordinated with
ERIC F. vonMARBOD, Del'ense Representative - Iran (the senior DOD
personality in Iran) and KENNETH P. MILES, MG. Chief, Armish-
Maag, by the CO and Commander AFOSI District 72. Mr. vonMARBOD
and General MILES were provided a brief summary of this operation
and SUBJECT'S activity to date. They were appreciative of the
briefing, posed no objection to SUBJECT''s

. articipation and both
indicated their understanding of this matter.

DISTRIBUTION. W AFOSI/IVOE - Ij District 72-1
APPROVED

FRANK M. HUEY, USAF
Commander

SECRET
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SECRET
DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

Headquarters Air Force Office of Special Investigationi

Washington, DC 20314

IVOE (HQD227-582)

SUBJECT. LARRY GIEL(U)(Your Fm 96, 27 Oct 76, Op Plans) (U)

AFOSI District 72/lVOE

1. (S) There is no reason, per se, why Subject's spouse
could not be used as a witting asset in this operation.
The SUSSEL operation {HQD227-458) was rm at your loca-
tion with a husband and wife team, and worked extremely
well. Two things should be taken into consideration
before the final decision is made to make her a witting
asset. First, whether or not you consider her capable
of playing the role must be decided. In other words,
what is your assessment of her capability and security
consciousness? Second, you should attempt to ascertain
in an indirect way, what GIEL's opinion would be of his
wife’s participation. Since GIEL has not as yet developed
a one-on-one relationship with any hostiles, there should
be sufficient time to assess his spouse and determine her
capabilities, and at the same time feel out Subject on
his opinion about his wife's participation. In the mean-
time, you can continue to debrief her lAW AFR 205-57 on
a case by case basis. At such time you determine GIEL's
wife can be recruited, please notify this HQ.

2.(SXJse of the CD's wife as a witting source would be
an unnecessary . sclosure of AFOSI operational interest.
Information on e lEL is evidently being obtained through
informal conversations. To date, there have been no
indications of suspicious or abnormal behavior by GIEL
which would affect the operation, and which would require
extensive inquiry by a witting source. Therefore,
there does not appear to be anything to be gained by
making the CD's wife witting.

Comdr AFOSI per AFOSIR
C! » icd by -H-Apr 74
r”'- ’'! FROM GENE

'FSIFICATION
'

-TE
' ’ '5CTOVE OR' 'VW
r'T;.!PTI0N CAUCC V TW0._

^CLASSIFY ON 31 Dec 2006
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SECRET

3. (S) Use of the CD's wife as a witting cutout presents
too many potential problems to be considered except as
a last resort to circumvent monvimental security problems
in Asset - CO communications. It appears from Items 6 thru
9, Part IX of the CIP that GIEL has legitimate reasons for
openly contacting and being contacted by AFOSI (l.e.,
he is a unit commander)

.

F0RE3T A.

OlfMlor of CountsrintiHIcMM

2
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FROM: AFOSI DIST 70 LINDSEY AS GERMANY/lVO
”1

TO: HQ AFOSI WASH DC/IVO

SECRET SPECAT EXCLUSIVE FOR IVO

SEVEN DOORS

SUBJECTl LARRY GIEL (U) (HQP227-582)

REF: DO 72 LTR, 9 OCT 76 AND OSI FM 96 ,
10 OCT 76

1 . (S) ON 19 OCT 76 DO 70/CC AND IVO COCfiDINATFD WITH

USAREUR DCSI/CI REPRESENTATIVE AND BRIEFED MGEN MCCABE PER DO TR'S

REQUEST.

2. (S) GEN MCCABE FULLY CONCURRED WITH THE USE OF SUBJECT AS

OUTLINED IN REF. HOWEVER, GEN MCCABE ALSO REQUESTED THAT HE

DETERMINE IF ANY CONFLICT EXIST BETWEEN SUBJECTiS ACTIVITIES

AND GIMEVA CONVENTION. . SPECIFICALLY, THE GENEVA CranTEWION

REQUIRES MEDICAL PERSONNEL TO TREAT INDIVIDUALS OF ANY NATION,

AND THAT ANY MFDICAL ASSISTANCE OFFERBD SHOULD BE FOR THE BENEFIT

OF THE PATIENT AND HOT FOR OTHER REASONS. HE ADVISED THAT SUBJECT

IS SERVING AS A "DOOR AND WINDOW" AND WOULD NOT BE REQUIRED TO

BECCME INVOLVED IN Cl ACTIVITIES, HOWEVER, WE WOUIJ) CONFIRM THIS

FILE - I - IVDE

AFOSI DIST 72. TEHRAN, IP ! (POSTAL)

UMAniMITPf D NAME.TMil PI iNtftOATE

FRANCIS R. DILLON, MAJ, CH/IVO, 3769,

27 OCT 76/LST

rvPED NAME Tint OFFICE bVMUOL ANO PHONE
FRANCIS R. DILLON, MAJ, CH/IVO, 3769



- JOINT MESSA' FORM

THHOUGH OUB HEADQUABTEHS AM) ADVISE GEN MCCABE OF THEM

KECCMMENDATION,

3. (S) IN SUBSEQUENT DISCUSSION WITH DCSI HEPRESENTATIVE CONCBIill-

IHG GEN MCCABEiS REQUEST, DCSI DESIRES OSI COORDINATION WITH ARMI

AC3I AND HQ SRF. DCSI SURMISED THESE MUST BE PRIOR PRECEDENT FOR

SITUATIONS SUCH AS THIS ONE. DCSI ALSO ADVISED THE! REQUIRED TO

BRIEF USAHEUR CHIEF OF STAFF AND CINC. A COPI OF OUR BRIEFING

PAPER WAS GIVEN TO DCSI pop THAT PURPOSE,

4. (S) DCSI ALSO REQUE,.i ilj HE CONSIDER BRIEFING EUCCM J-2 BECAUSE

OF THEM PREROGATIVE CONCERNING MUITARI PEOPLE ASSIGNED TO DO 72'S

EREA, REJQUEST IOUB COHMEKTS and APPROVAL FOR BRIEFKC EUCCM J-2.

5. (U) A LETTER REPORT TO DO 72 AND HQ AFOSI/IVO WILL TOLLOW.

XGDS-WO (2006)

I UNArrCRtTPIDNAME. TULA. OFFICE SVkWOi.. PMOME » OATE

TTV«D NAME. TITLE OFF:|CC SYMBOL ANO RHONE

fSECUniTV CLASSIFICATION
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AOEUr

PJiEPAIiUC OFPaCEi Dist TO
PREPARED ac, 3A PTUNCIs’L niTTp
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(JoMral IKXABE was not certain that a conflict exljtad

case, but re luestad thia be conaldered at hl^herl^s
diplnmatic roparcusalon over nodical yra^^b^M^ ^
i,ffl!j;o.«e ^iviUes, We advised Sen MCCAffi that

Borvlng aa a "door and window" and would not in ^foehion be roq^^
^jSSSlvo hdneolf in inteUieence activltloa. Purthoraore, <^t W

provided Iv SlTfllOJT wouW be

ofthe natiant. General UCCABE was advifled we would quo^om
quartarrto insure this consideration was coordln^
^genciBB at the Washington level, and we would adrlM hi* of their anssw.

T (Sl In a subsoMUont discussion with DCSI reprs®**'}**^^* ****5?^^

cinertl iXCABE^TrequBst, Col EOOEEe rocfliB)»nded^t Jtt Al^eoon^U
tSTSattcr with .ir^AcSl and HQ SB?. Colonel EOffiSS

^f^x^^SdentX using medical par^ on

^n^^^eSuons. Colonel HOOEBa was advls^ we woi^ coond^^ tto

S^onoeto Gen MSCAIIE»e request with hU office prior to a fOllcw-on

meotli^ idUi Gea IlGCABiS*
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District 72 (AFOSI)

APO New York 09205

AGENT REPORT

PREPARING OFFICE; District 72 FILE NO: HQD227-582
PREPARED BY: SA RONALD M. PHILLIPS DATE: 29 Dec 76
REFERENCE:. RC #14

TITLE: LARRY GIEL (U)

DETAILS:
(COORDINATION)

(S) On 14 Dec 76, this operation was coordinated with SRF/Tehran by the
Case Officer (CO) and SA CURTIS S. MORRIS, JR for the purpose of planning
SUBJECT*s future operational activity with regard to SAZANOV and other
target personalities.

WALDIMIR SK0T2K0, SRF representative, advised he was very appreciative
of GIEL's operational efforts. In addition, he believed that GIEL*s activities
in consonance with several other SRF access agents have been very useful in
getting a better picture of SAZANOV. In view of SAZANOV’s failing to make
the 14 Nov 76 dinner engagement with GIEL and a 16 Nov 76 contact with an SRF
operative, SK0T2K0 stated that this may have been precipitated by actions of
a SRF operative, the TDY of SAZANOV or in fact by SAZANOV's apparently normal
practice of forgetfulness and poor personal organization. The latter two
reasons are most likely responsible for the ”no show'*. In the recent past,
other persons in contact, with SAZANOV who were building a close relationship
found themselves periodically and abruptly cut off. "Standing-up" the other
party was noTuncommon. SKOTZKO advised that an SRF operative met SAZANOV on
11 Nov 76 and told him that he was different from the other Soviets in Tehran.
Specifically SAZANOV seemed to be sensitive, a private man, but more approachable.
Also, that the SRF operative valued SAZANOV’s friendship. This general theme
was pushed throughout their meeting with the intent of making SAZANOV realize
he was different. Ostensibly, this tact coupled with SAZANOV’s contacts with
GIEL might promote closer relationships. Ideally, this could be a positive
factor to influence SAZANOV to accept a "pitch" if it were ever decided to
offer one in the future. (There are no plans to do so at this time and AFOSI
will be advised if such an action is contemplated) . The "I am different tact"
could also put SAZANOV in an awkward position. If SAZANOV told anyone else in
the Soviet Community in Tehran he would then be identified as a "weak sister",
i.e. a potential security risk and would be prevented from contacts with foreigners.
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In short, his effectiveness, stature and reputation as a "loyal comrade" would
be irreperrably damaged. Because of SAZANOV's intelligence it was a vertual
remote possibility that he would tell anyone about the "I am different" theme.

Understandably, he would realize the personal hardship of being identified as

a seciirity risk. Subsequent to telling SA2AN0V of this on 11 Nov 76, he then
failed to make GIEL's dinner party on the 14th and one with the SRF operative
on^ the 16th. For all practical purposes, SAZANOV seemed to drop contact with
members of the official diplomatic circuit. However, as the result of discreet
inquiries made by GIEL and SRF it was determined that SAZANOV had apparently
been on a trip.

It was learned that SAZANOV attended a large reception (approximately
700 guests) at the United Arab Emirates Embassy, Tehran on 12 Dec 76, during
which he was engaged in a brief conversation with an SRF representative.
SAZANOV stated he had been on a trip to Isfahan, Iran and had been busy
preparing for his home leave. SAZANOV also stated his departure for home
leave had been delayed until 23 Dec 76 duo to the number of end-of-ycar
reports requiring completion prior to his departure. IVhile he was cordial,
SAZANOV appeared more reserved than ususla and was evasive in his answers as
to his activities during recent weeks. As SAZANOV had indicated he would take
about six weeks leave, SRF/Tehran did not really expect him to return to Tehran
until the last week in February or the first week in March, 1977. Further,
because SAZANOV was at the reception and had been TOY plus working on reports,
it is doubtful he told anyone about the "I am different" theme. It was mutually
agreed SUBJECT should not make any further initiatives to contact SAZANOV even
after he returns from home leave but that SUBJECT should remain receptive to
contacts by SAZANOV, if they occur. SUBJECT should attempt to re-establish a
basis for continued contacts. SRF expressed interest in SUBJECT'S contacts with
RYABAVALOV, whom they suspect may be affiliated with the GRU. It was agreed to
have SUBJECT attempt to re-establish contact with him as well as re-establish
and pursue contacts with DOVBNIA.

DISTRIBUTION; HQ AFOSI/IVOE - 1; District 72 - 1

APPROVED

FRANK M. HUEY, Lt Col, USAF
Commander
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AGENT REPORT

PREPARING OFFICE; District 72
PREPARED BY; SA RONALD H. PHILLIPS
REFERENCE; RC «5

TITLE: LARRY GIEL (U)

FILE NO: HQD227-582
DATE: 3 NOV 76

DETAILS:
(FINANCIAL AGREEMENTS)

smIuct'''"® 76, (reference AR, MEETING WITH ASSET)SUBJECT was recruited as the Asset in this operation and. in conjunctionwith his recruitment briefing, was told that all expenses he incurred

t in.support of this operation w^uld be relursed
onli J explained and SUBJECT acknowledged understanding that

thlt suR^rri
* direction would be paid for andthat SUBJECT would be required to keep an accurate accounting of his

regard to the cocktail party on 2B Sep 76, the COoffered to reimburse SUBJECT for expenses he Incurred as he had assistedthe operat on by exi ding invitations to the target persoLlitie wh chhad established ah s for additional contacts and provided a VneLriofurther develop his
, olationships with the targets. SUBJECT indicated hewas not concerned about reimbursement, saying he "did not desire to fillout a bunch of paperwork. just for a few dollars". The CO explained theprobability of SUBJECT having more and more social functions in thetuture, all of which, over a period of time, would add up significantly

It was suggested that SUBJECT be reimbursed e-ch time an expenditure ismade to preclude having to research and compile all this data at sometime in the future. SUBJECT said he would "sleep on it", explaining

rn f'®'* PP^t him. The
to compile a list of expenses as accurately as possible

SUBJECT
further addressed at a future meeting, to which
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AGENT REPORT

PREPARING OFFICEi District 72 FILE NOi HQD227-582
PREPARED BYi SA JIMMY L. STOUT DATEi 6 Nov 76
REFERENCE I RC #6

TITLE 1 LARRY GIEL (U)

DETAILS I

(COORDINATION)

1. (S) On 24 Oct 76 , SA CURTIS S. MORRIS. JR. and the AGO
discussed this operation with SRF/tEHRAN. Specific reference
to GIEL's efforts to contact ANATOLIY SAZANOV were mentioned.
SRF was informed that GIEL had not reestahlished contact with
SAZANOV to date, although attempts had been made. A meeting
between the CO and GIEL regarding the situation was scheduled.

SRF then advised that a representative of their office has been
and was currently enjoying weekly - semimonthly association with
SAZANOV. To their dismay, however, recent attempts to establish
personal contact had also been unsuccessful. As a result of
telephonic contact with the Soviet Consulate. Tehran. (SAZANOV's
office telephone number) during the past week, the SRF represen-
tative learned that SAZANOV had not been available for duty due
to hospitalization for an undisclosed illness.

2. (S) On 28 Oct 76 . the representative of SRF/TEHRAN referred
to above, advised the ACO that he had reestablished contact with
SAZANOV. SAZANOV explained that he had just been released from
the Soviet hospital after a week to 10 days of recuperation
following a mild heart attack. The SRF representative advised
he had invited SAZANOV and his wife to accompany him to a sporting
event on 29 Oct 76 , during which time he would attempt to determine
the specifics of SAZANOV's recent illness.

BACKGROUND USE ONLY

WARNING NOTICE 1

SENSITIVE SOURCES AND METHODS INVOLVED
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had^aioopt\fthe\^o;e"in{rta^-” wife
the home of the SRF representa tive^" +/or hospitalization was because of' a

repeated his reason
•loola. liowevor that- SAZAwnv heart attack. SRF
SAZA.NOV was smoking cigarettes continual'? truthful,
to accept mixed dri^ks^luring thrs^cia} ca??'*

not_ hesitate
the SKK representative as to^SAZANOV?^ L queried by
and alcoholic drink, in view of tobacco
merely smiled and shrugged off the c^mentf
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APO NEW YORK 09633

AGENT REPORT

PREPARING OFFICE: Dlst 70 FILE NR: UQD227-582
PREPARED BY; SA BURTON A CASTEEL, JR. DATE: 2 F«b 77
REFERENCES : None

TITLE: LARRY GIEL (U)

DETAILS

(COORDINATION)

(S) On 27 Jan 77. SA BURTON A. CASTEEL, JR., coordlnatad thU opara-
tlon with Lt Col D. W HALDAMB. Chlaf. CINCUSAREUR/AEAGB(CI)-SO.
Haidelberg, Federal >ubXlc of Germany (7RG) and alao provldad
HALDANE with a suuip' . of GIEL' a actlvltlaa through 26 Dac 76.

HALDANE waa pleased with the progress of this operation; however,

ha expressed a slight concern as to whether or not GIEL was being
actively tasked to seek out and maka/develop associations over and

above his normal activity. HALDANE was Informed that because of

GIEL's military rank, position, and social statue, ha was not being
actively tasked to conduct any outwardly aggrr slva/offenslve activity
to cultivate any Individual which would be 3ut of the ordinary.
HALDANE was further Infonnad that his office would be provldad
additional sumnarias on a timely and regular baaia.

DISTRIBUTION; HQ AFOSI/IVOE - 1; Diet 70 • 1; Diet 72-1
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IKII'ARING OFFICE; District 72 Hit
IRLPARED BY; SA RONALD M. PHILLIPS UATE' 19 Aoril 1977
REFERENCE: RC #24

19 Apri i 19/7

TITLE: LARRY GIEL (U)

DETAILS:
(Material Issued For Operational Use)

Offirer'^nnlErT’
‘'‘"'^"9 meeting between SUBJECT and the CaseOfficer SUBJEa was provided a black/white portable television set

, sa'om^srM: authorized i"Ar05.’/IV0

ANATof ? rLyw I' I n-'
SUBJECT present the set to Dr.ANATOLIY WMKOV, Deputy Director, Soviet Hospital, Tehran at a time the latterVisits SUBJECT at his home. SUBJECT was told the set whould be stored in a

appropriate to a second hand item." Further, SUBJECT was told that

Joiir® 'f '•elate essentiallythe following, in explaining his acquisition of the set:
^

SUBJECT'S arrival in Tehran he and his family spent aboutthree months in a local hotel until their residence was ready. During thistime he purchased the television as a convienence for his children since itprovided them some entertainment which was not available at the hotel After
'•eceiving his household furnishings. Including

leriuxt purchased in the United States, this^set just got put away ornd has not been used.

instructed to accept any nominal payment offered by Dr.RAMKOy in the event such were offered. In the event Dr. RAMKOV exhibited a

xNnnpxra®
.
^“epti ng the set as an outright gift, SUBJECT was told he maysuggest a nominal price and stress to Dr. RAMKOV that the set is really of no

SNRirrT
taking up space." At the conclusion of the meeting

SUBJECT executed a true name receipt, for the set. which is being retained
by the Case Officer for future reference. A copy of this receipt has been

[3 nOo11eb°77 ? Sn 35(z™ar“??r
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PREPARING OFFICE: AFOSI District 72
PREPARED BY: SA O' DEAN L. HAMMETT JR
REFERENCE: AR (MWA), 12 Feb 78

TITLE: LARRY GIEL (U)

FILE NO: 77HQD345‘32
DATE: 13 February 1978

DETAILS:
(COORDINATION)

(S) On 12 Feb 78, this operation was coordinated with FRANK JOHNSON, Chief,
Operations Division, SRF/Tehran. JOHNSON advised that SRF/Tehran views
recent developments in this operation as being highly significant, in view
of the obvious high level levies for information that ANATOLI RAMKOV appears
to be placing on SUBJECT. SRF/Tehran feels that there is no doubt that
RAMKOV is an intelligence cooptee probably for the GRU, but they have not
ruled out the possibility that he could be working for the KGB. SRF/Tehran
believes there are also other aspects of the way RAMKOV conducts himself that
give raise to the possibility that he would be vulnerable to a possible recruit-
ment approach for in place defection (IPO) but the entire operation would have
to be given much more evaluation before any firm decision could be made in this
regard. SRF/Tehran is of the opinion that if SUBJECT responds to these recent
levies (or any future levies), it is possible the SIS may view SUBJECT as an
excellent target for espionage recruitment. This would obviously negate any
iaiiiediate hopes of a possible IPD regarding RAMKOV. SRF/Tehran therefore
suggested SUBJECT remain "oool and aloof" to future contacts by RAMKOV with
regard to levies for such things as anti-metabolite drugs until additional
evaluation can be made. At the present time, SRF/Tehran would like to explore
the possibility of introducing either a German or Russian speaking individual
into the operation, through SUBJECT, in order that contact with RAMKOV could be
preserved if SUBJECT leaves Tran in Jun 78 as scheduled.

JOHNSON was advised that before we could proceed any further with a change in

direction that this operation is taking, the entire matter would have to be

coordinated with HQ AFOSI to secure necessary approval to redirect SUBJECT'S
role from that of "a window and door" and his collection of biographic and

personality assessment data on opposition personalities.

DISTRIBUTION: HQ AFOSI/IVOE - 1; DISTRICT 72-1-

FRANK M. HUEY, Lt Colonel
Commander
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FKOM: COS TEHRAN

nt AFSSO USAFER (YFQNAH)

INFO: AFSSO USAF (YEKNIA)

SECRET LIMDIS SEVEN DOORS FROM DIST 72/IVOE.

AFSSO USAFER FOR DELIVERY DURING DUTY HOURS TO AFOSI

DISTRICT 70. AFSSO USAF FOR DELIVERY TO AFOSI/INS PASS TO

IVOE DURING NORMAL DUTY HOURS.

SUBJECT: LARRY GIEL (U) (HQD345-32)

REFERENCE: A) PARA 6-9, AFOSIR 124-32

B) AR (MWA), 4 JAN 77

C) AR (MWA), (REF. RC 12 & 13). 28 DEC 76.

1. (S) DURING FIVE ZERO, 25 APR 77, WITH BILL WOTH (CN),

A 436 PERSONALITY FURTHER IDENTIFIED REFERENCE BRAVO, DIS-

CUSSION TURNED TO PROFESSIONAL HATTERS SUBJECT STATED HE

WOULD BE ATTENDING A PROFESSIONAL CONFERENCE IN NEAR FUTURE

IN DISTRICT 70'S AREA, COMMENTING HE WISHED WOTH COULD ATTEND

AS WOTH WOULD FIND IT PROFESSIONALLY REWARDING. WOTH INDICATED

HE WOULD LIKE TO ATTEND BUT DID NOT BELIEVE HE COULD EVER GET

PERMISSION TO DO SO. WOTH THEN ASKED IF SUBJECT WOULD PICK

SEVEN DOORS
.jor-3

^
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UP ANY AVAILABLE PROFESSIONAL LITERATURE REGARDING NEW

TECHNIQUES. PROCEDURES, EQUIPMENT. SUBJECT EXPLAINED MOST

INFORMATION WOULD BE PRESENTED ORALLY BUT IF PRINTED

LITERATURE WERE AVAILABLE HE WOULD ATTEMPT TO ACQUIRE SOME.

FOLLOWING ON THIS DISCUSSION. SUBJECT PRESENTED WOTH WITH A

PROFESSIONAL PAMPHLET CONTAINING ARTICLES SUBMITTED BY VARIOUS

SPECIALISTS IN THEIR PROFESSION -WHICH APPEAR TO INTEREST

WOTH. THE PAMPHLET, A U.S. ARMY, UNCLASSIFIED, UNCONTROLLED

DOCUMENT PUBLISHED MONTHLY, CONTAINED AN ARTICLE WRITTEN

BY SUBJECT. ITJ^HOULO BE NOTED THAT PRESENTATION OF THIS

PAMPHLET WAS A SPONTANEOUS ACT ON SUBJECT'S PART. THE CO HAD

NOT PREVIOUSLY BRIEFED SUBJECT CONCERNING THE NEED TO OBTAIN

APPROVAL FOR SUCH ACTIONS^yTHEBEEORE SUBJECT REACTED IN A

NATURAL MANNER COMMENSU^RATE WITH HIS PROFESSIONAL POSITION.

2. (S) PAMPHLET REFERRED TO IS A RECURRING PUBLICATION

WHICH WE NOW BELIEVE MAY BE OF VALUE TO US IN SUSTAINING

AND FURTHER PROMOTING THE CONTINUING 345 RELATIONSHIP

BETWEEN SUBJE ACTION, PER REFERENCE ALPHA

74

JOINT MESSAGEFORM

MESSAGE HANOUNQ INSTGUCTIONS

FOR CONTINUING BLANKET AUTHORITY FOR FUTURE ISSUES OF

THIS PAMPHLET IS BEING SUBMITTED UNDER SEPARATE COVER.

XGDS-TWO-31 OECEMBER 2007.
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SEVEN DOORS MSG

SUBJECT: LARRY GIEL (77HQD345-32) (U)

REFERENCES: A. AR (MWA) 9 HAY 77.

B. PARA 6-7, AFOSI R 124-32.

C. ATCH TWO. AFOSIR 124-34.

1. (S) SUBJECT RECENTLY RETURNED FROM TOY CONFERENCE IN 439,

WHICH WAS ATTENDED BY MILITARY AND CIVILIAN MEMBERS OF SUBJECT'S

PROFESSION. DURING CONFERENCE, SUBJECT ACQUIRED TEN PROFESSIONALLY

RELATED PAMPHLETS, PREPARED AS ADVERTISEMENTS BY 105 PHARMACEU-

TICAL FIRMS. THESE PAMPHLETS ARE UNCONTROLLED AND OF NON-OFFICIAL

ORIGIN. THEY ARE EASILY OBTAINABLE FROM ANY ACTIVITY RELATED

TO SUBJECT'S PROFESSION, BY AN7INTERESTED PERSON REGARDLESS

OF THE INTERESTED PERSON'S PROFESSION OR NATIONALITY.

5 2. (S) WE VIEW forty-nine ACTION AS ADVANTAGEOUS TO CONTINUITY

1 OF CURRENT FORTY-THREE. BARRING ANY OBJECTIONS FROM YOUR OFFICE,

1 WE WOULD LIKE TO PROCEED WITH FORTY-NINE, VIA AUTHORITY ‘OF REF _J

m:

seve::i ds2is
1244037, 11 Jun 77

TYPED NAME. TITLE. OPPICE EYMEeL AND PHONE

FRANK M. HUEY. LT COL. CC, 244037
tlONATUPE

,

DD,51!?‘..173
FO*M I7t. 1 JUL •«. WHICH WILI. OF U«KO.

TOe

BRAVO. PLEASE ADVISE.

XGDS-TWO, 31 DECEMBER 2007
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SECRET
DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

District 72 (AFOSI)

APO New York 09205

AGENT REPORT

PREPARING OFFICE: District 72 FILE NR:
PREPARED BY: SA JIMMY L. STOUT DATE: 30 August 1977

TITLE: LARRY GIEL (U)

DETAILS
(COORDINATION)

1. (S) On 29 Jun 77, SAs FRANK M. HUEY and CURTIS S. MORRIS, JR., met
with Mr VLADIMIR SKOTZKO, SRF/Tehran. SKOTZKO was provider^ a short brief-
ing on the latest developments. It was pointed out that SUBJECT had been
authorized to pass certain kinds of low-level, unclassified medical papers/
reports in response to RAMKOV's levies. Also, that RAMKOV's fairly
recent request for written medical material seems to parallel an increase
in Soviet requests for medical information at various leading USAF medical
centers in Texas. This may suggest a new Soviet emphasis on medical
collections, as well as, the fact RAMKOV may be more than just a doctor.
SKOTZKO agreed with this plus the fact that RAMKOV is filling a position
formerly held by a GRU member,

2. (S) SKOTZKO advised that SAVAK, the Iranian National Intelligence
Agency, had provided SRF a short memo, dated 16 May 77, which was only
recently received. The memo stated that SUBJECT was associating with
RAMKOV and had talked to him on the telephone. Further, the matter should
be investigated. Upon receipt of the memo, the SRF Ops Chief, WILLIAM
WARNELL, as previously agreed in such matters, told SAVAK that U.S, officials
were aware of the situation and that SUBJECT had reported the matter to U.S.
military authorities from the outset. This satisfied SAVAK and no additional
probing by the host services is expected. Security of this operation does
not appear to have been endangered. The memo seems to also confirm the

fact SAVAK has a telephone tap ostensibly at the Soviet Hospital, Tehran,
plus periodic physical surveillance of RAMKOV. SKOTZKO related SRF will
advise AFOSI immediately if they receive any further inquiries from SAVAK
or other host services regarding this operation.

3. (C) On 13 Jul 77, this operation was coordinated with MGen KENNETH P,

MILES, Chief, ARMISH-MAAG, Tehran, Iran, by SAs HUEY and MORRIS. General
MILES was provided a summary of SUBJECT’S activities to date in this

operation, including appreciative comments for the manner in which SUBJECT
has assisted. General MILES indicated understanding, interposed no objection
to subject’s continued participation, and he expressed appreciation for

the briefing.

SECRET

CLASSIFIED BY : Comdr, AFOSI
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A. (C) On 28 Jul 77, SA HUEY briefed MGen MARSHALL MCCABE, Comr.anderU.S. Army Medical Command-Europe
, regarding the pertinent portions of thisoperation to date. General MCCABE was informed that AFOSI was highlypleased with the progress of developments and very appreciative of thesupport and assistance provided by SUBJECT. General MCCABE indicatedunderstanding and he interposed no objection to SUBJECT'S continued

participation.

DISTRIBUTION: HQ AFOSI/IVOE - 1; DISTRICT 72-1
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SECRET
DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

District 72 (AFOSI)

APO New York 09205

agent report

PREPARING OFFICE: District 72 FILE NO: 77HQD345-32

PREPARED BY SA O' DEAN L. HAMMETT, Jr DATE: 31 October 1977

REFERENCE: AR, MEETING WITH ASSET. 19 Oct 77

TITLE: LARRY GIEL (U)

DETAILS:
(PASSAGE OF MATERIAL)

(S) On 7 Oct 77, Dr. ANATOLI RAHKOV, Deputy Director. Soviet Hospital,

Tehran. Iran visited SUBJECT'S residence. At the conclusion of that yl sit

SUBJECT provided RAMKOV with the July and August 1977 issues of the Pamphlet

40-50-169 "USAREUR Medical Bulletins." Authority for passage of this

material was previously obtained from AFOSI District 70, per AFSSO USAFER

Message 081230Z JUN 77.

a. USAREUR Medical Bulletin, Vol. 34, No 7, July 77 edition, 28 pages,

unclassified and uncontrolled.
.. ,7 oo

b. USAREUR Medical Bulletin, Vol. 34, No 8, August 77 edition, 28

pages, unclassified and uncontrolled.

DISTRIBUTION: HQ AFOSI/IVOE - 2; DIST 72 - 2; DIST 70 - 1

APPROVED

FRANK M. HUEY, Lt^oldnel , USAF

Contrander
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AGENT REPORT

PREPARING OFFICE: AFOSI Dist 72 FILE NR: 77HQD345-32
PREPARED BY: SA JIMMY L. STOUT DATE: 24 December 1977
REFERENCE: AR (MWA), 24 Dec 77

TITLE: LARRY GIEL (U)

DETAILS:
(PASSAGE OF MATERIAL)

(S) On 16 Nov 77, Dr. ANATOLI RAMKOV, Deputy Director, Soviet Hospital,
Tehran, Iran, visited SUBJECT'S residence. At the conclusion of that visit
SUBJECT provided RAMKOV with the Sep/Oct 1977 Issue of the Pamphlet 40-50-171,
"USAREUR Medical Bulletin." Authority for passage of this document was

previously obtained from AFOSI District 70, per AFSSO USAFER Message 081230Z
Jun 77. It is to be noted that the document Is not responsive to any parti-
cularly levied EEI from RAMKOV; but, passage of the document, which was

Initially a spontaneous gesture on the part of SUBJECT, has now become a

"customary gesture" by SUBJECT.

a. USAREUR Medical Bulletin, Vol. 34, No. 9, Sep/Oct 1977 edition,

24 pages, unclassified and uncontrolled.

DISTRIBUTION: HQ AFOSI/IVOE - 2; DIST 72 - 2; DIST 70-1
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AGI.N7 RtPORT

PRI'PARING OFFICE; AFOSI Dist 72 FILE NO; 77HqD345-32
PREPARED BY; SA CURTIS S. MORRIS. JR. DATE: 3 January 1978

REFERENCE: AR (MWA). 26 Dec 77

LARRY GIEL (U)

DETAILS:
{COORDINATION)

(C) On 26 Dec 77. Lt Colonel JACK C. STUCKEY (USA), Acting Commander, U.S.

Support ActivUy-Iran (USSA-I) and Lt Colonel ROBERT (NMI) SHANNON, (USA),
Pi'ovost Marshall, USSA-I were briefed on the following by SA CURTIS S. MORRIS,
JR.:

a. A official status Soviet citizen (RAMKOV) may try to attend a social
function at the Tehran Officer's Club, to be held on either the 28th or 29th
of Dec 77. He will more than likely come as a guest to a cocktail party
sponsored by a Mr MCKENNA, General Manager for Bell Helicopter International
Operations in Iran.

b. STUCKEY and SHANNON were queried as to whether they had any objections

to the Soviet's visit. Both voiced no objections. SHANNON advised he would
discreetly attempt to obtain copies of the party guests list and also the

ARMISH-MAAG Community Center gate guard's guest list for AFOSI.

DISTRIBUTION: HQ AF05I/IV0E - 1; AFOSI Dist 72 - 1

APPROVED

FRANK M. HUEY, Lt Ccfflonel, USAF
Commander
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I'KKPARED BY; SA O'DEAN L. HAMMETT JR. DATEf 13 May 1978

TITLE: LARRY GIEL (U)

nETAJr>S;

(rOORDINATICW)

(S) On 8 May 78, during a coordination meeting with .‘^RF/Teh ran
, the followinq

biographic data on DMITRIY .SYRAK was provided. SKK/Trhr..n advised that SYRAKwas t G new director of the Soviet Ho.spital, Tehran, who replaced Dr. PETR ASHUKKO.

N.iine: DMITRIY LEONTIYEVICH SYRAK
DI'OB: 1924, V.-nitskiy Oblast
Numbor s Type of Pa...eport! #702538, Pegular, issued 23 Nov 77 tn Moscow
Nationality: Soviet
Position: Director, Soviet Hospital, villa Ave., Tehran, Iran
Date of Arrival: 6 Apr 78
Gpouse: YEVGENIYA LUGYANOVNA SYRAK [also a practicing physician)

SRF/Tehran further advised that SYRAK is supposedly a close relative of a mannamed BALTISKY, who is the Chief of the Soviet Red Cross.

DISTRIBUTION: HQ AFOSI/IVC'E - 1; District 72 - 1; District 70-1
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1K11>ARING OFFICE: AFOSI DIST 72 FILE NO: 7 /|{qD345-32
PREPARED BY: SA O' DEAN L. HAMMETT JR DATE: 7 January 1978

1 ARRY GIFI. (U)

UE TAILS:

(COORDINATION)

(S) On 20 Dec 77. SAs FRANK M. HUEY, JIMMY L. STOUT and O'DEAN L. HAMMETT JR
net with FRANK JOHNSON, Operations Chief, SRF/Tchran. JOHNSON advised that
SRF views this operation with a great deal of interest in that they feel that
through RAMKOV a great deal of information about known Soviet lOs could be
obtained. Specifically, JOHNSON was of the opinion that RAMKOV would be in a

position to report on medical problems the Soviet lOs might be receiving
treatment for, such as alcoholism. JOHNSON was advised that in the past,
all information received from SUBJECT via RAMKOV regarding knovm lOs has been
pr-ovided SRF and as future information becomes available, it too will be
passed. JOHNSON further advised that SRF would like to see SUBJECT start
levying RAMKOV with medical EEIs that would be increasingly difficult for
RAMKOV to fulfill. If RAMKOV does in fact respond to the levies, then
consideration could be given to levying him with EETs on specific Soviet
target personalities. JOHNSON was advised that these suggestions will be

discussed with SUBJECT in the near future in order that a course of action
(.an be mapped out, because SUBJECT will be departing PCS in the summer of
19/8.

DISTRIBUTION: HQ AFOSI/IVOE - 1; District 72 - 1
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Commander
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
District 72 (AFOSl)

APO New York 09205

AGENT REPORT

PREPARING OFFICE: District 72 FILE

prepared BY: SA RONALD M. PHILLIPS DATE. 23 April 1977

REFERENCE; RC #24

TITLE: LARRY GIEL (U)

DETAILS:
(Admonishments/ Control Problems)

(Si- On 15 Mar 77, during a personal meeting with the Case Officer, SUBJECT

was reminded of instructions furnished to him at the time of his recruit-

ment Specifically, SUBJECT was reminded of the need to follow instruc-

tions of the Case Officer in decisions bearing on the direction of oper-

ational matters and particularly to matters of expenditures. Concerning

discussions with Dr. ANATOLIY RAMKOV, Deputy Director, Soviet Hospital,

Tehran on 23 Feb 77 during which SUBJECT made the offer of providing

RAMKOV a television set, SUBJECT was reminded that this committment had

been made without prior consent from the Case Officer and Tes^'Led ^hort

notice actions that could have been better programed if he had not made

o^itiment at that time. The Case Officer told SUBJECT that w ^e no

apparent damage had been done as RAMKOV had not yet visited

him regarding the TV, such a situation, had it occurred, would have reflected

unfavorably on SUBJECT'S credibility with RAMKOV and may have

on future operational endeavors. SUBJECT acknowledged his posit on in th s

matter and,^in the Case Officer's opinion, situations of this nature should

not occur again.

DISTRIBUTION: HQ AFOSI/IVOE - 1; District 72 - 1.
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AGENT REPORT

PREPARING OFFICE; District 72
PREPARED BY; SA O'DEAN L. HAMMETT, JR.

FILE NO: 77HQD345-32
DATE; 5 March 1978

TITLE: LARRY GIEL (U>

DETAILS:
(COORDINATION)

(S) On 28 Feb 78» recent details of this operation were coordinated with
FRANK JOHNSON, Chief, Operations Division, SRP/Tehran. JOHNSON was advised
that HQ AFOSl concurred to the utilization of SUBJECT for the purpose of
introducing an SRP Case Officer to Dr ANATOLI RAMKOV in an attempt to effect
an in-place defection on the part of RAMKOV. JOHNSON advised that a cable
had already be6n sent to Hq SRP, outlining the proposed plan and requesting
an SRP Case Officer fluent in the German language to be sent to Tehran to
assist in the defection approachr JOHNSON further advised that the final
scenario had not been worked out, but it would be in the near future and
APOSI would be kept apprised. JOHNSON was of the opinion that the approach
to RAMKOV should be made prior to 22 Mar 78, the reported date of departure
from Iran on the part of RAMKOV's supervisor, Dr PETR ASHURKO. Essentially,
SRF feels that the mere presence of ASHURKO in a supervisory position over
RAMKOV creates a definite psychological advantage in favor of the defection
approach, based on RAMKOV's intense dislike for ASHURKO; hence, the approach
prior to 22 Mar 78 is favored. JOHNSON agreed to further discuss SRF

rationale regarding the contemplated in-place defection approach on 1 Mar 78,

in the company of the Assistant Chief of Station, SRF, and DO 72 supervisory

staff.

At the conclusion of the above discussion, JOHNSON noted that certain
information has come to the attention of SRF, which they felt constituted

a breach of security on the part of SUBxJECT. JOHNSON then identified Mr

FRED JENNY, a Swiss Embassy officer, who was also in contact with RAMKOV and

who was providing SRF/Tehran additional insight into the personality assess-

ment of RAMKOV. JOHNSON explained that the security breach consisted of

SUBJECT approaching JENNY on the evening of 27 Feb 78, and verbally inferring

to JENNY that SUBJECT was aware that JENNY and RAMKOV had been seeing each

other. JOHNSON remarked that the harm done was not insurmountable, however,

he feared that any additional breach of security on the part of SUBJECT could

very well abort attempts to effect an in-place defection with RAMKOV.

At this point, JOHNSON was advised that AFOSl wholeheartily agreed that

SUBJECT'S action was a serious breach of security and that AFOSl in no way
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knew SUBJECT had planned on jnaking such a comment. JOHNSON was. assured

that SUBJECT would be appropriately admonished for his action, and firmly

instructed on the need for absolute security regarding his association

with PAMKOV.

DISTRIBUTION: HQ AFOSI/IVOE - 1; DIST 12 X
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FRANK M.,HUEY, Lt CoXonel» USAF

Commander
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FILE NO: 77HQD345-32
DATE: 5 March 1978
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APO New York 09205 B »ll'

AGENT REPORT

PREPARING OFFICE: District 72 FILE NO: 77HQD345-32
PREPARED BY: SA O'DEAN L. HAMJIETT, JR. DATE: 5 March 1978
REFERENCE: AR (COORDINATION), 5 March 1978

TITLE: LARRY GIEL (U)

DETAILS:
(ADMONISHMENT/CONTROL PROBLEM)

(S) On 1 Mar 78, during a personal meeting with the Case Officer (CO),
SUBJECT was as)ced to explain his activities on the evening of 27 Feb 78.

SUBJECT advised that he and Mrs GIEL attended a photographic exhibition
at the Swiss Embassy, Tehran, from approximately 1930 to 2030. While at
the exhibition, SUBJECT spoke with several officers of the Swiss Embassy,
to include Mr FRED JENNY, At one point in his conversation with JENNY,
SUBJECT commented that he had run into a friend of J NNY's. JENNY asked
SUBJECT w)io he was referring to and SUBJECT replied Dr ANATOLI RAMKOV.
With the mention of RAMKOV's name, JENNY became visably. upset but remained
composed for the most part and replied that he did in fact know RAMKOV and
they had visited on one or two occasions. After JENNY *s response, tlio topic
of conversation was changed back to the photographic di.splay and no more
was said about RAMKOV. SUBJECT advised tl^at he asked JENNY about RAMKOV
purely out of idle curiosity in as much as RAMKOV has mentioned visiting
with JENNY on several occasions, SUBJECT further advised that after he
had mentioned RAMKOV's name to JENNY, he realized that he had made a gross
error in Judgement.

SUBJECT was admonished for security negligence. He was informed that

the perogative to unilaterally disclose his association with RAMKOV was

not his and had never been his; it was solely an AFOSI perogative. This

breach of security with a third country national, while not insurmountable,

was nevertheless very serious and should never occur again. SUBJECT was
specifically reminded of the need to follow the instructions of the CO

because if the instructions are not followed then the chance of success

in any future operational ende.svors would be greatly reduced. SUBJECT

acknowledged complete understanding.

DISTRIBUTION; HQ AFOSI/IVOE - 1; DISTRICT 72-1

FRANK M. HUEY, Lt cQl'lonel, USAF
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AGENT REPORT

PREPARING OFFICE; District 72 FILE
PREPARED BY: SA O'DEAN L. HAMMETT, JR. DATE: 7 March 1978
REFERENCE: AR (COORDINATION) , 5 March 1978

TITLE: LARRY GIEL (U)

DETAILS:
(COORDINATION)

(S) On 1 Mar 78, this operation was coordinated with SRF/Tehran. Individuals
in attendance were SAs FRANK M. HUEY, CURTIS S. MORRIS JR., JIMMY L. STOUT
and O’DEAN L. HAMMETT JR. SRF/Tehran was represented by JAMES HIGHAM,
Assistant Chief of Station and FRANK JOHNSON, Chief, Operations Division.
HIGHAM advised that SRF was in the process of putting together the proposal
that would be presented to Dr ANATOLI RAMKOV at the time the in-place
defection approach is attempted, which will hopefully take place prior to

22 Mar 78. SRF envisioned the proposal being presented in increments.
Initially, SRF would like to see GIEL tell RAMKOV that he (GIEL) had spoken
to a very close friend of his about RAMKOV's problems and GIEL's friend
was sure he had a solution to these problems. At this point, the yet
unidentified, German speaking SRF Case Officer would be introduced to RAMKOV
through GIEL in the hope that a dialogue can be established between SRF

and RAMKOV, If RAMKOV agrees to meet with the SRF Case Officer, then the

first increment of the defection proposal would be presented. Depending on
how receptive RAMKOV is to the initial approach, SRF would attempt to

continue their dialogue so additional increments of the proposal could be

presented, until such time as the entire proposal has been presented and
RAMKOV either accepts or rejects it. Obviously, SRF would so structure the

proposal so if RAMKOV rejects it at any point, both GIEL's non-combatant
status and SRF's identity would be protected.

HIGHAM was then asked if SRF's rationale for making the defection

approach prior to 22 Mar 78 was based solely on the tentative departure date

(22 Mar 78) of RAMKOV's supervisor, Dr PETR ASHURKO. HIGHAM advised that

the departure of ASHURKO was only part of SRF's rationale; he then explained

that SRF was collecting information on RAMKOV independently of that provided

by GIEL. From their other source of information (FRED JENNY of the Swiss

Embassy) , SRF had determined that RAMKOV is responsive to clandestine

direction and still wants to continue contacts with foreigners. RAMKOV has

presented himself as being extremely materialistic, and as a man who loves

his freedom. When these factors are coupled with RAMKOV's recent display of

emotion in front of Mrs GIEL (Reference AR, MEETING WITH ASSET, 5 Mar 78),

SRF believes that now is the most opportune time to make the defection approach.
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HIGHAM further advised that prior to making any approach to RAMKOVSRF would present this proposed course of action to both WILLIAM H SULLIVAN

AMISH MAAG, for their concurrence. In addition, HIGHAM advised that SRFalso has two contingencies in mind in the event RAMKOV totally rejects the

S'^these
to publicly embarrass the U.S. Government. The firstof these contingencies would be to remind RAMKOV of the tvoe ofhe had provided to JENNY which should hi. , .

information
.

wnicn, Should hxs superiors learn of, would surelvmean charges of treason being preferred against RAMKOV. The second of the
^

contingencies would be to go to SAVAK and advise them that RAMKOV, whom they

ZTertllTro: Tl T to gathe; intrili^Lce

HIG^ concluded by saying that as soon as the final defection proposal

dir-rwith^ HTJosTfrth^:

DISTRIBUTION: HQ AFOSI/IVOE - Ij DISTRICT 72-1
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AGENT REPORT

PREPARING OFFICE: District 72
PREPARED BY: SA O' DEAN L. HAMMETT, JR.
REFERENCE: AR (COORDINATION), 7 March 1978

FILE NO: 77HQD345-32
DATE: 9 March 1978

TITLE: LARRY GIEL <U)

(COORDINATION)

(S) On 9 Mar 78, this operation was coordinated with SRF/Tehran. Individuals
in attendance were SAs FRANK M. HUEY, CURTIS S. MORRIS, JR., and O'OEAN L.
HAMMETT, JR. SRF/Tehran was represented by JAMES HIGHAM, Assistant Chief
of Station and FRANK JOHNSON, Chief, Operations Division. SRF/Tehran advised
that through a source of information independent of LARRY GIEL (FRED JENNY
of the Swiss Embassy, Tehran) , they were gathering additional information
on Dr ANATOLI RAMKOV. To date they had learned that on 4 Mar 78, the Soviet
Ambassador to Iran, VLADIMIR VINOGRADOV had persuaded Dr PETR ASHURKO,
Director of the Soviet Hospital, Tehran, to sign the necessary paperwor)c
that would extend RAMKOV 's tour in Iran for one more year. It was also '

determined that RAMKOV* s desires are to spend one more year in Iran, then
return to Moscow and work for one year at the No. 26 Clinic (not further
identified) . After completing this year in Moscow, RAMKOV hopes to obtain a
position with the World Health Organisation in Geneva, Switzerland.

SRF/Tehran* s suspicions that RAMKOV is an intelligence cooptee for the
GRU has been more or less confirmed by a blunder committed by RAMKOV.
Recently, RAMKOV was asked by JENNY why he was always trying to gather
military/medical Information, since he was a civilian doctor. Without thinking,
RAMKOV replied, "Oh, that's for DOVBNIA" (Lt Colonel LEONID DOVBNIA, Assistant
Military Attache and a known GRU agent) . After making the statement, RAMKOV
realized the mistake he had made and he immediately changed the subject of
conversation

.

SRF/Tehran further advised they feel that now is the most opportune time
to make an in-place defection approach to RAMKOV. They have been advised
by SRF Hq that the German speaking SRF Case Officer that was requested to

assist in the defection approach will arrive in Tehran during the week of

19 Mar 78. After the SRF Case Officer is briefed bn the operation and has
met with AFOSI and LARRY GIEL, SRF/Tehran would like to see the introduction
of the SRF Case Officer to RAMKOV made on or about 24 Mar 78. SRF/Tehran
concluded by stating that as soon as the requested SRF Case Officer arrives

1 Docr.s
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Title.- LARRY GIRL (U)

1. Dal.e dnd Time of Contact: 12 Nov "/B/lSbS/Sunday/Telephonic.
13 Nov 78/0900/Monday/PM.

3. I.or^tion of PM Site: U.S. Acmy iP:)spital, Tehj.an, Tran.

4. Duration of Meeting: I9S5--19^3B, 12 Nov 78, Telephonic.
0900-1005, 13 Nov 78, PM.

5. Perssons Involved in Meet: 12 Nov 78, Telephonic, SUBJECT and the CO.

13 Nov 78, PM, SUBJECT, Mrs GIEL and the CO.

7. Purpose of Contact/Meet; SUBJECT telcphonical ly contacted the CO at the
CO's residence to indicate he had tetvirnod from hospitalisation in Germany.
SUBJECT requested the CO meet with he and Mrs GIEL on 13 Nov 78. The PM
on 13 Nov 78 was for the purpose of discussing with SUBJECT s, Mrs GIEL the
current civil \jnrest siutation in Tr,'\n; and to maintain conivol and rapport
with the GTKLs.

8. Identification of Collcite.ral Report ing; AR (COT.l.ATKRAI, ACTIVITY)

10. Future Meet Arrangements: Will be initiated by SUBJECT and/or Mrs GIEL
subsequent to significant contact with the opposition, at which time a PM
will be arranged.

«

12. Operational Security Evaluation: SUBJECT'S 12 Nov 78 telephone call
to the CO was handled by SUBJECT under the guise of inquiring ^regarding

the CO's daughter's medical condition. He subsequently indicated he had
been air-evacuated to Germany for medical reasons, had just returned, and
no desired an AFOSI briefing on the current civil unrest situation in Iran.

No adverse impact on the security of this operation was believed to have been
created by SUBJECT’S call to the CO or the CO’s 13 Nov 78 visit to his office.

14. RC Prepared By; SA JIMMY L. STOUT, CO

15. Distribution: HQ APOSI/IVOE - 1

AFOSI DIST 72-1
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Diwr.ci 72 (AKOSl)

Al'O Wfw York U':)205

AGiLNT RF.POBT

PREPARING OFFICE: District !2 Fill' NO:

PREPARED BY: SA JIMMY L. STOUT DATE: 20 D-cctaber 19 78

TJTI£: BILL CRAIN (U)

DETAILS

:

(CXXJRDINATION)

1. (S) On 16 Dec 78, a coordination mcptjng was held with SRF/Tehran
to discuss the status of this operation. It was noted that SUBJECT’S last
contact with a member of the Soviet Intelligence Service (SIS) was on
21 Aug 78, that the scheduled meeting during the month of Oct 78 did not
materialize, and that the SIS has taken no further initiative to recontact
SUBJECT since Aug 78. It was also noted that the current civil unrest
situation in Iran, and the imposed martial law curfew hours of 2100 until

0500, was more than likely the reason for the lack of initiative on the
part of the SIS. SRF agreed and suggested that initiative on the part of

SUBJECT to reestablish contact was not particularly warranted at this time.

It was mutually agreed that if recontact was not initiated by the SIS by
the scheduled meeting dates in Jan 79, future planning regarding this
operation should be discussed.

2. (S) Following the above, SRF provided several photographs of known/
suspected members of the SIS, requesting that SUBJECT review the photos
in an attempt to identify "GEORGE," the individvial whom SUBJECT met on
21 Aug 78. SRF noted that from the description furnished by SUBJECT, "GEORGE"
was probably identifiable as YURIY M. DENISOV, 2nd Secretary, Soviet Embassy,
and a known KGB 'American Targets Officer.

'
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AGENT REPORT

PREPARING OFFICE: District 72
PREPARED BY: SA JIMMY L. STOUT
REFERENCE: RC #34

TITLE: BILL CRAIN (U)

FILE NO: 78HQD340-136
DATE: 20 Deceniber 1978

DETAILS:
(MEETING WITH ASSET)

(S) On 19 Dec 78, SUBJECT was met by the Case Officer in Tehran, Iran.
Although the majority of the meeting was spent maintaining control and rapport
with SUBJECT, and discussing the current civil unrest situation in Iran,
SUBJECT was reminded that he was still to ta)ce no initiative at this time in

reestablishing contact with "GEORGE," a meml>er of the Soviet Intelligence
Service in Tehran.

SUBJECT was given general instructions on how to react should "GEORGE"
telephonically contact, or visit SUBJECT at his residence. Basically,
SUBJECT was instructed to consider such a contact as "starting all over again
with GEORGE;" i.e., he was to proceed to such a meeting "empty-handed" and
insist on knowing precisely what "GEORGE" expected of him.

Prior to the conclusion of the meeting, SUBJECT reviewed several photos
on file in AFOSI District 72, of officials assigned to the Soviet Embassy/
Consulate, Tehran. During this review, SUBJECT tentatively identified
YURIY M. DENISOV, Second Secretary, Soviet Qnbassy, Tehran, as being a very
close likeness to "GEORGE".
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